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Introductory Remarks.

JL HE theoretical development of the laws of motion of bodies is a problem of such

interest and importance, that it has engaged the attention of all the most eminent

mathematicians, since the invention of dynamics as a mathematical science by

Galileo, and especially since the wonderful extension which was given to that science

by Newton. Among the successors of those illustrious men, Lagrange has perhaps

done more than any other analyst, to give extent and harmony to such deductive

researches, by showing that the most varied consequences respecting the motions of

systems of bodies may be derived from one radical formula; the beauty of the

method so suiting the dignity of the results, as to make of his great work a kind of

scientific poem. But the science of force, or of power acting by law in space and

time, has undergone already another revolution, and has become already more dyna-

mic, by having almost dismissed the conceptions of solidity and cohesion, and those

other material ties, or geometrically imaginable conditions, which Lagrange so hap-

pily reasoned on, and by tending more and more to resolve all connexions and
actions of bodies into attractions and repulsions of points : and while the science is

advancing thus in one direction by the improvement of physical views, it may
advance in another direction also by the invention of mathematical methods. And
the method proposed in the present essay, for the deductive study of the motions of

attracting or repelHng systems, will perhaps be received with indulgence, as an

attempt to assist in carrying forward so high an inquiry.

In the methods commonly employed, the determination of the motion of a free

point in space, under the influence of accelerating forces, depends on the integration

of three equations in ordinary differentials of the second order ; and the determina-

tion of the motions of a system of free points, attracting or repelling one another,

depends on the integration of a system of such equations, in number threefold the

2k2



248 PROFESSOR HAMILTON ON A GENERAL METHOD IN DYNAMICS.

number of the attracting or repelling points, unless we previously diminish by unity

this latter number, by considering only relative motions. Thus, in the solar system,

vv^hen we consider only the mutual attractions of the sun and of the ten known
planets, the determination of the motions of the latter about the former is reduced,

by the usual methods, to the integration of a system of thirty ordinary differential

equations of the second order, between the coordinates and the time ; or, by a trans-

formation of Lagrange, to the integration of a system of sixty ordinary differential

equations of the first order, between the time and the elliptic elements : by which

integrations, the thirty varying coordinates, or the sixty varying elements, are to be

found as functions of the time. In the method of the present essay, this problem is

reduced to the search and differentiation of a single function, which satisfies two
partial differential equations of the first order and of the second degree : and every

other dynamical problem, respecting the motions of any system, however numerous,

of attracting or repelling points, (even if we suppose those points restricted by any

conditions of connexion consistent with the law of living force,) is reduced, in like

manner, to the study of one central function, of which the form marks out and cha-

racterizes the properties of the moving system, and is to be determined by a pair of

partial differential equations of the first order, combined with some simple considera-

tions. The difficulty is therefore at least transferred from the integration of many
equations of one class to the integration of two of another : and even if it should be

thought that no practical facility is gained, yet an intellectual pleasure may result

from the reduction of the most complex and, probably, of all researches respecting

the forces and motions of body, to the study of one characteristic function*, the un-

folding of one central relation.

The present essay does not pretend to treat fully of this extensive subject,—a task

which may require the labours of many years and many minds ; but only to suggest

the thought and propose the path to others. Although, therefore, the method may be

used in the most varied dynamical researches, it is at present only applied to the

orbits and perturbations of a system with any laws of attraction or repulsion, and

with one predominant mass or centre of predominant energy; and oniy so far, even

in this one research, as appears sufficient to make the principle itself understood. It

may be mentioned here, that this dynamical principle is only another form of that

idea which, has already been applied to optics in the Theory of systems of rays, and

that an intention of applying it to the motions of systems of bodies was announced -}-

* Lagrange and, after him, Laplace and others, have emploj'ed a single function to express the different

forces of a system, and so to form in an elegant manner the differential equations of its motion. By this con-

ception, great simplicity has been given to the statement of the problem of dynamics ; but the solution of that

problem, or the expression of the motions themselves, and of their integrals, depends on a very different and

hitherto unimagined function, as it is the purpose of this essay to show.

t Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, vol. xv. page 80. A notice of this dynamical principle was also

lately given in an article " On a general Method of expressing the Paths of Light and of the Planets," pub-

lished in the Dublin University Review for October 1833.
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at the publication of that theory. And besides the idea itself, the manner of calcu-

lation also, which has been thus exemplified in the sciences of optics and dynamics,

seems not confined to those two sciences, but capable of other applications ; and the

peculiar combination which it involves, of the principles of variations with those of

partial differentials, for the determination and use of an important class of integrals,

may constitute, when it shall be matured by the future labours of mathematicians, a

separate branch of analysis.

William R. Hamilton.

Observatory, Dublin,

March 1834.

Integration of the Equations of Motion of a System, characteristic Function of such

Motion, and Law of varying miction.

1. The known differential equations of motion of a system of free points, repelling-

or attracting one another according to any functions of their distances, and not dis-

turbed by any foreign force, may be comprised in the following formula

:

2 . m (£' lx + y"^y + z"hz) = h\J (I .)

In this formula the sign of summation 2 extends to all the points of the system ; ?n is,

for any one such point, the constant called its mass ; x", y", z", are its component ac-

celerations, or the second differential coefficients of its rectangular coordinates x, y, z,

taken with respect to the time; S r, hy, h z, are any arbitrary infinitesimal displace-

ments which the point can be imagined to receive in the same three rectangular

directions ; and S U is the infinitesimal variation corresponding, of a function U of

the masses and mutual distances of the several points of the system, of which the

form depends on the laws of their mutual actions, by the equation

\J = 1 .mm,f{r), (2.)

r being the distance between any two points m, m^, and the function f (r) being such

that its derivative or differential coefficient/' (/•) expresses the law of their repulsion,

being negative in the case of attraction. The function which has been here called U,

may be named the force-function of a system : it is of great utility in theoretical

mechanics, into which it was introduced by Lagrange, and it furnishes the following-

elegant forms for the differential equations of motion, included in the formula (1.) :

SU
s^^
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the first order of the function U. But notwithstanding the elegance and simplicity

of this known manner of stating the principal problem of dynamics, the difficulty of

solving that problem, or even of expressing its solution, has hitherto appeared insu-

perable ; so that only seven intermediate integrals, or integrals of the first order, with

as many arbitrary constants, have hitherto been found for these general equations of

motion of a system of n points, instead of 3 « intermediate and 3 n final integrals, in-

volving ultimately 6« constants ; nor has any integral been found which does not

need to be integrated again. No general solution has been obtained assigning (as a

complete solution ought to do) 3 n relations between the n masses m-^, m^, . . .m , the

3 n varying coordinates x-^, y^^, z^, . . . x
, y , z , the vaiying time t, and the 6 n initial

data of the problem, namely, the initial coordinates ai, b^, c^, . . . a , b , c , and their

initial rates of increase, a\, b\, c\, . . .a' ,b' ,c ; the quantities called here initial

being those which correspond to the arbitrary origin of time. It is, however, possible

(as we shall see) to express these long-sought relations by the partial differential co-

efficients of a new central or radical function, to the search and employment of which

the difficulty of mathematical dynamics becomes henceforth reduced.

2. If we put for abridgement

T = i2.mGr'2 + y2 + ^'2)^ (4.)

so that 2 T denotes, as in the Mecanique Analytique, the whole living force of the

system ; {x', y\ z', being here, according to the analogy of our foregoing notation,

the rectangular components of velocity of the point m, or the first differential coeffi-

cients of its coordinates taken with respect to the time ;) an easy and well known
combination of the differential equations of motion, obtained by changing in the for-

mula (1.) the variations to the differentials of tiie coordinates, may be expressed in

the following manner,

dT = dV, (5.)

and gives, by integration, the celebi-ated law of living force, under the form

T = U -h H (6.)

In this expression, which is one of the seven known integrals already mentioned,

the quantity H is independent of the time, and does not alter in the passage of the

points of the system from one set of positions to another. We have, for example, an

initial equation of the same form, corresponding to the origin of time, which may
be written thus,

To = Uo-|-H (7.)

The quantity H may, however, receive any arbitrary increment whatever, when we

pass in thought from a system moving in one way, to the same system moving in

another, with the same dynamical relations between the accelerations and positions

of its points, but with different initial data ; but the increment of H, thus obtained.
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is evidently connected with the analogous increments of .the functions T and U, by

the relation

AT = AU + AH, (8.)

which, for the case of infinitesimal variations, may conveniently be written thus,

ST = SU + SH; (9.)

and this last relation, when multiplied by d t, and integrated, conducts to an import-

ant result. For it thus becomes, by (4.) and (1.),

f^ .m{dx .Ix' + dy.ly' + dz.lz') =
/^.m{dx' .lx-\- dy' .ly + dz' .lz)-\-flli.dt, (10.)

that is, by the principles of the calculus of variations,

IY = 2. m{x'lx->ry'ly + z'lz)-2.m{dla-irh'lh + clc)-\-ail,. . (A.)

if we denote by V the integral

y=fl.7n(£dx-\-y'dy-{-z'dz)=fo2Tdt, (B.)

namely, the accumulated living force, called often the action of the system, from its

initial to its final position.

If, then, we consider (as it is easy to see that we :nay) the action V as a function of

the initial and final coordinates, and of the quantity H, we shall have, by (A.), the

following groups of equations ; first, the group.

8V
J—- = m, a?

1
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the 3 n varying coordinates and the time, involving also the masses and the 6 n initial

data above mentioned ; the discovery of which relations would be (as we have said)

the general solution of the general problem of dynamics. We have, therefore, at

least reduced that general problem to the search and differentiation of a single func-

tion V, which we shall call on this account the characteristic function of motion of

a system ; and the equation (A.), expressing the fundamental law of its variation, we

shall call the equation of the characteristicfunction, or the law of varying action.

3. To show more clearly that the action or accumulated living force of a system,

or in other words, the integral of the product of the living force by the element of the

time, may be regarded as a function of the 6^ + 1 quantities already mentioned,

namely, of the initial and final coordinates, and of the quantity H, we may observe,

that whatever depends on the manner and time of motion of the system may be con-

sidered as such a function ; because the initial form of the law of living force, when

combined with the 3 n known or unknown relations between the time, the initial data,

and the varying coordinates, v/ill always furnish 3n-\-\ relations, known or unknown,

to connect the time and the initial components of velocities with the initial and final

coordinates, and with H. Yet from not having formed the conception of the action

as a function, of this kind, the consequences that have been here deduced from the

formula (A.) for the variation of that definite integral, appear to have escaped the

notice of Lagrange, and of the other illustrious analysts who have written on theo-

retical mechanics ; although they were in possession of a formula for the variation of

this integral not greatly differing from ours. For although Lagrange and others, in

treating of the motion of a system, have shown that the variation of this definite inte-

gral vanishes when the extreme coordinates and the constant H are given, they appear

to have deduced from this result only the well known law of least action ; namely,

that if the points or bodies of a system be imagined to move from a given set of initial

to a given set of final positions, not as they do nor even as they could move consist-

ently with the general dynamical laws or differential equations of motion, but so as

not to violate any supposed geometrical connexions, nor that one dynamical relation

between velocities and configurations which constitutes the law of living force ; and

if, besides, this geometrically imaginable, but dynamically impossible motion, be made

to differ infinitely little from the actual manner'of motion of the system, between the

given extreme positions ; then the varied value of the definite integral called action,

or the accumulated living force of the system in the motion thus imagined, will differ

infinitely less from the actual value of that integral. But when this well known law

of least, or as it might be better called, oi stationary action, is applied to the determi-

nation of the actual motion of a system, it serves only to form, by the rules of the

calculus of variations, the differential equations of motion of the second order, which

can always be otherwise found. It seems, therefore, to be with reason that Lagrange,

Laplace, and Poisson have spoken lightly of the utility of this principle in the

present state of dynamics. A different estimate, perhaps, will be formed of that
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other principle which has been introduced in the present paper, under the name of

the law of varying action, in which we pass fi'om an actual motion to another motion
dynamically possible, by varying the extreme positions of the system, and (in general)

the quantity H, and which serves to express, by means of a single function, not the

mere differential equations of motion, but their intermediate and their final integrals.

Verifications of theforegoing Integrals.

4. A verification, which ought not to be neglected, and at the same time an illus-

tration of this new principle, may be obtained by deducing the known differential

equations of motion from our system of intermediate integrals, and by showing the

consistence of these again with our final integral system. As preliminary to such veri-

fication, dt is useful to observe that the final equation (6.) of living force, when com-
bined with the system (C), takes this new form,

i^-K(K)'+Q'+(m="+-^ (^o

and that the initial equation (7.) of living force becomes by (D.)

1 ^ 1 r/SV\2 , /8V\2 , /8V\2-1 _,
, ^^

T--^ifc) +W) +(y7)|=Uo + H (G.)

These two partial differential equations, initial and final, of the first order and tlie

second degree, must both be identically satisfied by the characteristic function V : they

furnish (as we shall find) the principal means of discovering the form of that function,

and are of essential importance in its theory. If the form of this function were known,
we might eliminate 3 « — 1 of the 3 n initial coordinates between the 3 n equations

(C.) ; and although we cannot yet perform the actual process of this elimination, we
are entitled to assert that it would remove along with the others the remaining initial

coordinate, and would conduct to the equation (6.) of final living force, which might
then be transformed into the equation (F.). In like manner we may conclude that

all the 3 n final coordinates could be eliminated together from the 3 n equations (D.),

and that the result would be the initial equation (7.) of living force, or the transformed

equation (G.). We may therefore consider the law of living force, which assisted

us in discovering the properties of our characteristic function V, as included recipro-

cally in those properties, and as resulting by elimination, in every particular case,

from the systems (C.) and (D.) ; and in treating of either of these systems, or in con-
ducting any other dynamical investigation by the method of this characteristic func-

tion, we are at liberty to employ the partial differential equations (F.) and (G.), which
that function must necessarily satisfy.

It will now be easy to deduce, as we proposed, the known equations of motion (3.)

of the second order, by differentiation and elimination of constants, from our interme-

MDCCCXXXIV. 2 L
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diate integral system (C), (E.), or even from a part of that system, namely, from the

group (C), when combined with the equation (F.). For we thus obtain

,,
dtY ,

S^V
, ,

S^V
,

, ,
S°-V

+ y\
8^V

+y 2 8^18^5 + •••+3/'

1 SV S^V 1 SV I'Y

J_8V S^v

m, 8j/i

1 8V 8^V

m^ 8.r2 8,rj SiTg

1 SV 8«V

.+

8^V

,
8^V

• + ^n8Xi8z„

V 8^V

Sj/i + ^2 83/28.^1 8^2 + •'

1 8V 8^V

_!_ 8V ^V
^n ^yn 8^i8j/«

1 8V 82V

that is, we obtain

(11.)

„ 8U
(12.)

And in like manner we might deduce, by differentiation, from the integrals (C.) and

from (F.) all the other known differential equations of motion, of the second order,

contained in the set marked (3.) ; or, more concisely, we may deduce at once the

formula (1.), which contains all those known equations, by observing that the inter-

mediate integrals (C), when combined with the relation (F.), give

(13.)

J

^ 1 /8V 8 8V 8 8V 8 \ „/8V . ,8V
,
8V. \

5. Again, we were to show that our intermediate integral system, composed of the

equations (C.) and (E.), with the 3 n arbitrary constants a-^, b^, c^, . . . a„; b„, r„, (and

involving also the auxiliary constant H,) is consistent with our final integral system

of equations (D.) and (E.), which contain 3 » other arbitrary constants, namely,

a\, b\, c\, . . . a'„, b'„, c'„. The immediate differentials of the equations (C), (D.), (E.),

taken with respect to the time, are, for the first group.
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we took its variation with respect to the final coordinates, and so obtained results

which agreed with the known equations of motion, and which may be thus collected,

r4m+m+m}=^r

u

(M.)

The same relation (F.), by being varied with respect to the quantity H, conducts

to the expression

^^Mm'+Q'+(m='-' <'^->

and this, when developed, agrees with the equation (K.), which is a new verification

of the consistence of our foregoing results. Nor would it have been much more dif-

ficult, by the help of the foregoing principles, to have integrated directly our integrals

of the first order, and so to have deduced in a different way our final integral system.

6. It may be considered as still another verification of our own general integral

equations, to show that they include not only the known law of living force, or the

integral expressing that law, but also the six other known integrals of the first order,

which contain the law of motion of the centre of gravity, and the law of description

of areas. For this purpose, it is only necessary to observe that it evidently follows

from the conception of our characteristic function V, that this function depends on

the initial and final positions of the attracting or repelling points of a system, not

as referred to any foreign standard, but only as compared with one another ; and

therefore that this function will not vary, if without making any real change in either

initial or final configuration, or in the relation of these to each other, we alter at once

all the initial and all the final positions of the points of the system, by any common

motion, whether of translation or of rotation. Now by considering three coordinate

translations, we obtain the three following partial differential equations of the first

order, which the function V must satisfy.

jI^ = o

8V

SV

+ 2

+ 2

0; >

= 0;

(O.)

and by considering three coordinate rotations, we obtain these three other relations

between the partial differential coefficients of the same order of the same charac-

teristic function,
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0;

(P-)

, / sv
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+ m^ {x'2 § X2 + 3/2 S3/2 + ^'2 ^ ^2) f-

+ &c. + m^ {x'^ ^ ^„ + y„ ^3/„ + «'„ ^ ^J ;

J

2 . ?w (a' § a + Z»' S & + c' S c) = mj (a'j § Oi + 5'i S fej + c\ h q) 1

+ m^ (a'a S Og + b'2 ^h + c'2 ^ Cg) [

+ &c. + »i (a' Sa + J' S& + c' S c ).
I

Now X. being by supposition a function of the 3 n new marks of position ^^

variation S.r., and its differential coefficient x'., may be tlius expressed:

^^ = ^^^^ + f^^^^+--- + a^'^3„:

(17.)

(18.)

''....Its

(19.)

< = ,-z'^'i + ^^'2+---+r7^''^\ (20.)

and similarly for y. and z . If, then, we consider x'. as a function, by (20.), of >i'i. . . Vg „>

involving also in general jjj . . . ??g^, and if we take its partial differential coefficients

of the first order with respect to fi\ . . . rl^^, we find the relations,

lx'._ Zx. Ix'. 8a-; Sx'. _ S.r.
_

and therefore we obtain these new expressions for the variations Ix., ly., S

(21.)

(22.)

Substituting these expressions (22.) for the variations in the sum {\7-), we easily

transform it into the following.

2 . m (,,'S^ +y §3, + .'s^) = 2 . m (x' J^ + y 1^' + .'1^ ) . u;

+ 2 .m(x''^ + y'iK + z'lK) .In.^ \ 8rj2 ^ ^ S.)'2 ^ Sijj/ '^

+ &c. + 2 . ;« (x' l^+y'i^ + ^'}^) -K

ST ST
,

^1^ >= 8-7, ^"1 + s?;^''^ + • • • + s77„ ^''s,.'

T being the same quantity as before, namely, the half of the final living force of the

V . (23.)
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system, but being now considered as a function of >i'i . . . v'^^, involving also the

masses, and in general tj^ . . .
rj^^^ and obtained by substituting for the quantities x' y' z'

their values of the form (20.) in the equation of definition

T = ^l.m{x''' + t/'^ + z'^) (4.)

In like manner we find this transformation for the sum (18.),

l.m{a'la-i-b'lb + c'ic) = ^he,-{-^he,-^...-\-ff^Je,,. . (24.)

The law of varying action, or the formula (A.), becomes therefore, when expressed

by the present more general coordinates or marks of position,

lV=l.^^lr,-l .^he+tlH; (Q.)

and instead of the groups (C.) and (D.), into which, along with the equation (E.),

this law resolved itself before, it gives now these other groups,

SJV _ S_T SV _ 8_T rV _ _ST_ „ >

and

The quantities e e^. . .e and e' e'^. . . e' are now the initial data respecting

the manner of motion of the system ; and the 3 n final integrals, connecting these 6 n

initial data, and the n masses, with the time t, and with the 3 ra final or varying quan-

tities '/]i'/i2 •
^sri'

which mark the varying positions of the n moving points of the

system, are now to be obtained by eliminating the auxiliary constant H between the

3 » + 1 equations (S.) and (E.) ; while the 3 n intermediate integrals, or integrals of

the first order, which connect the same varying marks of position and their first dif-

ferential coefficients with the time, the masses, and the initial marks of position, are

the result of elimination of the same auxiliary constant H between the equations (R.)

and (E.). Our fundamental formula, and intermediate and final integrals, can there-

fore be very simply expressed with any new sets of coordinates ; and the partial dif-

ferential equations (F.) (G.), which our characteristic function V must satisfy, and

which are, as we have said, essential in the theory of that function, can also easily be

expressed with any such transformed coordinates, by merely combining the final emd

initial expressions of the law of living force,

T = U -1- H, (6.)

To = Uo + H, (7.)

with the new groups (R.) and (S.). For this purpose we must now consider the func-

tion U, of the masses and mutual distances of the several points of the system, as

depending on the new marks of position riini • • n^n''' ^"^^ the analogous function Uq,

as depending similarly on the initial quantities e-^ e^, . . . e^^; we must also suppose
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that T is expressed (as it may) as a function of its own coefficients

which will always be, with respect to these, homogeneous of the second dimension,

and may also involve explicitly the quantities -/i-^ jj, •

as a similar function of its coefficients y^
IT ST

STo
Be' .

and that Tn

so that

T

T, f(1
ST,

(25.)

and that then these coefficients of T and Tq are changed to their values (R.) and (S.),

so as to give, instead of (F.) and (G.), two other transformed equations, namely,

and, on account of the homogeneity and dimension of Tq,

>'C^.||.---I^) = ". + H (U.)

8. Nor is there any difficulty in deducing analogous transformations for the known

differential equations of motion of the second order, of any system of free points, by

taking the variation of the new form (T.) of the law of living force, and by attending

to the dynamical meanings of the coefficients of our characteristic function. For if

we observe that the final living force 2 T, when considered as a function of
;?i ^2 • • • '^sn

and of
;j'i

Jj'g • • • Jj'a^, is necessarily homogeneous of the second dimension with respect

to the latter set of variables, and must therefore satisfy the condition

2T = 8_T , 8_T

we shall perceive that its total variation.

' r)\ ^ * 1

2

' « „
^"'

(26.)

(270

may be put under the form

§ T =
^j'l

B g-i- + ^'2 S ^-r + . . . + fl'sn ^ W
<J yj I

u rj 2
"

ST. ST. ST.— ^— Of;, — -J— 6 J)., — ... — X i

^. ,.ST ^ ST.

= ^(v*^-*^»').

(28.)
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and therefore that the total variation of the new partial differential equation (T.) may
be thus written,

2G'^^-^sO = 2-^S.+n^: (V.)

in which, if we observe tliat V = dt and that the quantities of the form n are the

only ones which vary with the time, we shall see that

^''*^=2a^-»' + ^^-*»)+^I^.SH, . . (.0.)

because the identical equation l dY = dl\ gives, when developed,

/SV sv \ sv i''

^^^'^

= ^(d'-^ .In + d-j^ .le) +d\^.in. \

Decomposing, therefore, the expression (V.), for the variation of half the living force,

into as many separate equations as it contains independent variations, we obtain, not

only the equation

dt^u — ^' (I^O

which had already presented itself, and the group

dt Se, — "' dt Se, —^'
d g V
dt Se^^ 0, (W.)

which might have been at once obtained by differentiation from the final integrals (S.),

but also a group of 3 n other equations of the form

tf SV _ ST SU
dt Sr) S>)

~ S>j'

which give, by the intermediate integrals (R.),

d ST ST_SU_
d t Iyj' Si) ^l"

(X.)

(Y.)

that is, more fully.

_d_ rr
dt 8 r)'i

_d_lT
dt S y;'^

A. 1Z_

8U
'-

Sir

S>)2 ' (Z.)

su

These last transformations of the differential equations of motion of the second

order, of an attracting or repelling system, coincide in all respects (a slight dif-

ference of notation excepted,) with the elegant canonical forms in the Mdcanique
Analytique of Lagrange ; but it seemed worth while to deduce them here anew,

MDCCCXXXIV. 2 M
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from the properties of our characteristic function. And if we were to suppose

(as it has often been thought convenient and even necessary to do,) that the n points

of a system are not entirely free, nor subject only to their own mutual attractions

or repulsions, but connected by any geometrical conditions, and influenced by any

foreign agencies, consistent with the law of conservation of living force ; so that the

number of independent marks of position should be now less numerous, and the force-

function U less simple than before ; it might still be proved, by a reasoning very simi-

lar to the foregoing, that on these suppositions also (which, however, the dynamical

spirit is tending more and more to exclude,) the accumulated living force or action

V of the system is a characteristic motion-function of the kind already explained ;

having tlie same law and formula of variation, which are susceptible of the same

transformations ; obliged to satisfy in the same way a final and an initial relation be-

tween its partial differential coefficients of the first order ; conducting, by the varia-

tion of one of these two relations, to the same canonical forms assigned by Lagrange

for the differential equations of motion ; and furnishing, on the same principles as

before, their intermediate and their final integrals. To those imaginable cases, indeed,

in which the law of living force no longer holds, our method also would not apply

;

but it appears to be the growing conviction of the persons who have meditated the

most profoundly on the mathematical dynamics of the universe, that these are cases

suggested by insufficient views of the mutual actions of body.

9. It results from the foregoing remarks, that in order to apply our method of the

characteristic function to any problem of dynamics respecting any moving system,

the known law of living force is to be combined with our law of varying action ; and

that the general expression of this latter law is to be obtained in the following manner.

We are first to express the quantity T, namely, the half of the living force of the

system, as a function (which will always be homogeneous of the second dimension,)

of the differential coefficients or rates of increase rj^, rlo, &c., of any rectangular co-

ordinates, or other marks of position of the system : we are next to take the variation

of this homogeneous function with respect to those rates of increase, and to change

the variations of those rates I '/i\, S ;?'2, &c., to the variations § -/i^, I n-z, &c., of the marks

of position themselves ; and then to subtract the initial from the final value of the

result, and to equate the remainder to S V — ^ S H. A slight consideration will Show

that this general rule or process for obtaining the variation of the characteristic

function V, is applicable even when the marks of position ^jj, no, &c., are not all inde-

pendent of each other ; which will happen when they have been made, from any mo-

tive of convenience, more numerous than the rectangular coordinates of the several

points of the system. For if we suppose that the 3 n rectangular coordinates x^ y^ z^

. . . X y z , have been expressed by any transformation as functions o[ 3 n -\- k other

marks of position, ^ ^2 • •

'''sn + p ^^^ich must therefore be connected by k equations

of condition.
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= (Pi Qll, '^2^ •••'?3» + 0'

^kd^i' • -"Sn + i

giving k of the new marks of position as functions of the remaining 3 n,

''3n + 2 = '^2Qll>-^'2,---%ny

263

(31.)

(32.)

'?3„ + i = ^iOl''?2. •••'?3n> J
the expression

T = i2.mGr'2 + y2 + ;,'2), (4^

will become, by the introduction of these new variables, a homogeneous function of

the second dimension of the 3 }i + k rates of increase >i\, 7^\, • • • Vg^ , j, involving also

in general n\, v-^, • • • 'Jg <^, and having a variation which may be thus expressed

:

+ (l|)*.+G-D*.H--. + (^^)^w4'
'"'

or in this other way.

§T = ^S,\ + |Js.'2 + ...+ g^S.',

+ -J— ;?, + J— ;j., + . . . + J 6 n<i „,

(34.)

on account of the relations (32.), which give, when differentiated with respect to the

time,

'=... =''.l^'+''.l*+-
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Comparing the two expressions (33.) and (34.), we find by (36.) the relations

!T _ /^\ / ^T X. H, , / ST X i± / ST X S4v

sVa" VSVj "•" VV3„ + iJ s,,,
-1-

Vsi'3„+J s>j2 ^ • • • ^ \Si'3„+J Svj,'

8T /8Tx . / ST X S4', / 8T X 8v!/,
,

/ ST \^^
s7;;-vsv3j+(,sv3„+Js,3„+V8V3„+js,3„ + ----f-i,s,'3„^,;s,3

which give, by (32.),

>(37.)

STv
,
ST. ,

,
ST

(l|)»'. + (l?.)^— + (r

we may therefore put the expression (Q.) under the following more general form,

SV = 2.(||)S;;-2.(4^)Se + ^m, (A'.)

the coefficients (g-r) being formed by treating all the 3 n + k quantities
??'i, -^'o, . . .

''^'sn + kn as independent ; which was the extension above announced, of the rule for

forming the variation of the characteristic function V.

We cannot, however, immediately decompose this new expression (A'.) for § V, as

we did the expression (Q.), by treating all the variations S jj, S e, as independent ; but

we may decompose it so, if we previously combine it with the final equations of con-

dition (31.), and with the analogous initial equations of condition, namely,

= ^,(e„e,,...e^^^,'),^
^39.

= O^^(e„e,,...e3„^,),_

which we may do by adding the variations of the connecting functions
<Pi, • <Pt,

Oj, . . . O^, multiplied respectively by factors to be determined, "ki, . . . A^, Aj, . . . At.

In this manner the law of varying action takes this new form,

SV = 2.(|^)s»)-2.(^")Se + ifm+2.xS?5 + 2.ASa); . . (B'.)

and decomposes itself into 6 « + 2 A; + 1 separate expressions, for the partial differ-

ential coefficients of the first order of the characteristic function V^ namely, into the

following,
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8V

+ ^.

and
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(C.)

sv

,+t

(D>.)

besides the old equation (E.). The analogous introduction of multipliers in the cano-

nical forms of Lagrange, for the differential equations of motion of the second order,

by which a sum such as 2 . X g^ is added to -^ in the second member of the formula

(Y.), is also easily justified on the principles of the present essay.

Separation of the relative motion of a system from the motion of its centre of gravity ;

characteristicfunctionfor such relative motion, and law of its variation.

10. As an example of the foregoing transformations, and at the same time as an

important application, we shall now introduce relative coordinates, x^ y^ z„ referred to

an internal origin x^^ y^^ z^ ; that is, we shall put

^i = ^n + ^'^//'
i/i = y>i + 3//P ^i

=
^li + 2,p (40.)

and in like manner

«i =«'/.+ «'//' h=^:i-^^>i^ f^i = Cy.- + C//

;

(41-)

together with the differentiated expressions

x'. = x',. + x\,, y'. = y\. + y\^, z'. = z\. + z'„ (42.)

and

a'. = «'^. + «',„ b'. = V,. + b\„ c'. = c\. + c\, (43.)

Introducing the expressions (42.) for the rectangular components of velocity, we find

that the value given by (4.) for the living force 2 T, decomposes itself into the three

following parts,

2 T = 2 . »i {x'" + y'°- + 2'') = 2 . ?» (y; + y'l + z'^)

+ 2 [a^, 2 . m x\ + y\, 2 . my\ + z', 2 . m %') + (.t',= + y\: + ^',;) 2 m (44.)
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if then we establish, as we may, the three equations of condition,

2 . /H x^ = 0, l.my, = 0, 1.7nz, = 0, (46.)

which give by (40.),

S.ma; X.iny S.mz . ,

so that x^i y„ %,, are now the coordinates of the point which is called the centre of gra-

vity of the system, we may reduce the function T to the form

T = T, + T„, (47.)

in which

T, = i2.mGr7+y;+0, (48.)

and

T, = i {x\: + y\: + 2',;-) 2 m (49.)

By this known decomposition, the whole living force 2 T of the system is resolved

into the two parts 2 T^ and 2 T^,, of which the former, 2 T^ may be called the relative

living force, being that which results solely from the relative velocities of the points

of the system, in their motions about their common centre of gravity x,, y^^ z^, ; while

the latter part, 2 T,^, results only from the absolute motion of that centre of gravity in

space, and is the same as if all the masses of the system were united in that common

centre. At the same time, the law of living force, T = U + H, (6.), resolves itself by

the law of motion of the centre of gravity into the two following separate equations,

T, = U + H,, (50.)

and

T„=H,; (51.)

H and H„ being two new constants independent of the time t, and such that their

sum
H, + H, = H (52.)

And we may in like manner decompose the action, or accumulated living force V,

which is equal to the definite integral/^' 1"l dt, into the two following analogous parts,

V = V, + V„ •
. . . (E'.)

determined by the two equations,

\,=f^2i:,dt, (F.)

and

V,=/o'2T,rf^ , . (GM

The last equation gives by (51.),

V,, = 2H,^^; (53.)

a result which, by the law of motion of the centre of gravity, may be thus expressed,

V, = J{x, - «,)2 + (3,^^
_ bj2 _j_ (^^^

_ cJ2 . ^2 U„ 2 m : .... (H^.)
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aII bii Cii being the initial coordinates of the centre of gravity, so that

X .in a
, S .mb S .mc

«^/ = -^^' *" = -^^' '» = -siir- (54-)

And for the variation § V of the whole function V, the rule of the last number gives

S V = 2 . m {x' I "bXi — a!

I

S a^ + y' ^ ly^ — b\ S i, + %' , S 2, — c\ 'h c) -\

+ {a/ II I Xii
- dii I ail + y\;hyii - Vn I ft,, + s',, S z,, - c',, S cj 2ml .j, .

+ #SH + Xi2 . mlxi-^-'k^^ . m}>yi-\-\^l. . mlzi I

+ Ai2 .mSo, + A22 . mS&, + A32 . mSc, ; J

while the variation of the part V^,, determined by the equation (H'.), is easily shown

to be equivalent to the part

I V,^ = {x!ii I Xii
- dii I a

II + y\i lyn - b'n I bn + z'n I Zn - c'„ h cj 2 m + ^ S H, ; . (K'.)

the variation of the other part V^ may therefore be thus expressed,

SV, = 2 . m{x'ihxi - a',hai-\-y'i'6yi — b'llbi + z^lz, — c',Sc,)1

-{-tlU.i + -k^^ .mlxi + l..^^ .mlyi + X^l .mlzi> . . (L'.)

+ Ai2 .mlai-{- A,_2 .7nhbi + A^l .mhci-. ->

and it resolves itself into the following separate expressions, in which the part V^ is

considered as a function of the 6 « + 1 quantities x^. y^. z^. a. b,. c. H^, of which, how-

ever, only 6 M — 5 are really independent

:

first group,

^i//i

= Wj x'li + Xj »«i ;

second group.

8V,

S6„

-' = m^ z'n + Xo Ml ; . .

T
- = — /«! a,i + Aj mj ;

niy b'ly + A2 wij ;

»h t'a + ^3 »h ;

— = ni,^ x'lj^ + Xj w?.„ ;

1

— = m„ z'i„ -}- X3 ???,„ ;

(M'.)

= - m„ a'l^ + Ai ?n^

= — m^ b'l^ -\- Ao )n„

= — m,; c'l,^ + A3 ?«„ ; J

and finally,

3V,

(N>.)

(Oi.)

With respect to the six multipliers Xj ^2 ^3 ^1 ^2 ^3 which were introduced by the

3 final equations of condition (45.), and by the 3 analogous initial equations of con-

dition,

2 . mai = 0, 2 .jnbi = 0, 1 .mCi = 0; (55.)
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we have, by differentiating these conditions,

l.mx\ = 0, 1, .my\ = 0, l.mz\ = 0, (56.)

and

and therefore

and

ma\ = 0, 2 .7nh\ = 0, 2 .mc\ = 0; . . . , . (57.)

^!Z. ^iZ/ S^^

(60.)

II. As an example of the determination of these multipliers, we may suppose that

the part V,, of the whole action V, has been expressed, before differentiation, as a

function of H^ and of these other 6n— 6 independent quantities

2/a - y^n = ii, y,2 - y,n = ^2, y.n-i - y.n = n„-i, >

^/l
- «.« = <^lv 2^2 - S^„ = ^^, ... 2:,„_i - Z,„ = i,_i,J

and

*a - ^n = /3i, ^,2 - ^« = (3^, . . . b^„_, - b,, = (i„_„ I
. . (61.)

(^A
-

(^,n = 71. <^.2 - c^ = 72' • • • c,«-i - c„ = y„_i; J

that is, of the differences only of the centrohmnc coordinates ; or, in other words, as a

function of the coordinates (initial and final) of ?j— 1 points of the system, referred to

the n^'^ point, as an internal or moveable origin : because the centrobaric coordinates

x^.,y^.,z^.,a^.,b^., c^., may themselves, by the equations of condition, be expressed as

functions of these, namely,

''.i=^i--X^' y'i='^i--X^' ^n = ^i- -^, • • (62.)

and in like manner,

2.moc X.m^ S.my
"^ = ""i - -J^' ^'i = ^' ~ -Y^' ^'' = y^- - -sliT ; • • • (63.)

in which we are to observe, that the six quantities ?„ ^„ 4. «« |3„ y« must be considered

as separately vanishing. When V^ has been thus expressed as a function of the cen-

trobaric coordinates, involving their differences only, it will evidently satisfy the six

partial differential equations,

:: > (P'-)
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after this preparation, therefore, of the function V^ the six multipliers determined by

(58.) and (59.) will vanish, so that we shall have

0, Xj = 0, Xg = 0, Aj = 0, A2 = 0, A3

and the groups (M'.) and (N'.) will reduce themselves to the two following-

;

and

8V,

8V,

8V,

8V,

8V,

= ^^1^'!; 8777 = ^2 y,

2

= — m, a, = — m, a

,

- Wi Z»'^i

;

8 6,2

SV,

SV,
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and

8V,

8V,

8V,

8V,

^2 i 2,

sv, = mn-l^'n

= ?»! J?
1,

8V,

SV;

8 6„ -

^^--„-
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But to give an example of its application, let us resume the problem already men-

tioned, namely to express S V^ by means of the 6n — 5 independent variations § |. ^ij.

S 1^. § a. S |3. S y. S H^. For this purpose we shall employ a known transformation of the

relative living force 2Tp multiplied by the sum of the masses of the system, namely

the following :

2 T, 2 m = 2 . m. m.^^
{

{x'. - .v\)^ + (3/'. - 3/'/ + (z'. - z',)^} : . . . (67.)

the sign of summation 2 extending, in the second member, to all the combinations of

points two by two, which can be formed without repetition. This transformation

gives, by (66.),

2 T, 2 m = m^ 1, . m (1'^ + V^ _|_ ^'2) 1

+ 2f. m^ m^
{
(g, - r,)^ + « - ^',)^ + (C, - O'} '

J

^^^'^

the sign of summation 2^ extending only to the first n — 1 points of the system. Ap-

plying, therefore, our general rule or law of varying relative action, and observing

that the 6 « — 6 internal coordinates Iri ^a, ^ y are independent, we find the follow-

ing new expression

:

S V, = ^ S H, -I- !!!L . 2, . wi (e § I - a' S « + V S »? - |3' S (3 -f ^' B ^ - y' S y)

-^^^.2,.m.•mJ(r,-r,)(Sl,-sy+(<.-^',J(§'?,-H)+(^'.-^'.)(s^,-s4)}^(W'

- iin ^r^V'h {
(«'-«'/.) (^« - ^«.) + (^'.- f3'.) (¥-¥,) + iy'-7\) ih-h,) } :^

which gives, besides the equation (O'.), the following groups:

(X'.)

8V, m.

and

8V,

Sr

S.mi

2 . 7??. {a!. — «')= — m. fa'.

-' =—^2.m(^', -^0 = -m, (^, -^),

2 . m (y. — y') = — m. \y\
lY,_-m

results which may be thus summed up :

SjjnyK

Sm )

(Y'O

2 N 2
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1

j^^ (2^ w a' . 2, »i S « + 2, m ^' . 2^ w §
f3 + 2^ to y' . 2^ to ^ y),

J

and might have been otherwise deduced by our rule, from this other known trans-

formation of Tp

And to obtain, with any set of internal or relative marks of position, the two partial

differential equations which the characteristic function V, of relative motion must

satisfy, and which offer (as we shall find) the chief means of discovering its form,

namely, the equations analogous to those marked (F.) and (G.), we have only to eli-

minate the rates of increase of the marks of position of the system, which determine

the final and initial components of the relative velocities of its points, by the law of

varying relative action, from the final and initial expressions of the law of relative

living force ; namely, from the following equations :

T, = U + H,, (50.)

and
T,o = Uo + H, . (70.)

The law of areas, or the property respecting rotation which was expressed by the

partial differential equations (P.), will also always admit of being expressed in rela-

tive coordinates, and will assist in discovering the form of the characteristic function

V^ ; by showing that this function involves only such internal coordinates (in number

6 w — 9) as do not alter by any common rotation of all points final and initial, round

the centre of gravity, or round any other internal origin ; that origin being treated as

fixed, and the quantity H^ as constant, in determining the effects of this rotation. The

general problem of dynamics, respecting the motions of a free system of n points

attracting or repelling one another, is therefore reduced, in the last analysis, by the

method of the present essay, to the reseai-ch and differentiation of a function V^

depending on 6 « — 9 internal or relative coordinates, and on the quantity H^ and

satisfying a pair of partial differential equations of the first order and second degree ;

in integrating which equations, we are to observe, that at the assumed origin of the

motion, namely at the moment when ^ = 0, the final or variable coordinates are equal

S V
to their initial values, and the partial differential coefficient^ vanishes ; and, that

at a moment infinitely little distant, the differential alterations of the coordinates have

ratios connected with the other partial differential coefficients of the characteristic

function V^, by the law of varying relative action. It may be here observed, that,
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although the consideration of the point, called usually the centre of gravity, is very

simply suggested by the process of the tenth number, yet this internal centre is even

more simply indicated by our early corollaries from the law of varying action ; which

show that the components of relative final velocities, in any system of attracting or

1 B V
repelling points, may be expressed by the differences of quantities of the form — g—

,

1 8 V 1 S V— -J—, — -F— : and therefore that in calculating these relative velocities, it is advan-m oy VI a z " '

tageous to introduce the final sums Imx, ^my, Imz, and, for an analogous reason,

the initial sums 2 m a, 2 m b, 2 m c, among the marks of the extreme positions of the

system, in the expression of the characteristic function V ; because, in differentiating

that expression for the calculation of relative velocities, those sums may be treated as

constant.

On Systems of two Points, in general ; Characteristic Function of the motion of any

Binary System.

13. To illustrate the foregoing principles, which extend to any free system of points,

however numerous, attracting or repelling one another, let us now consider, in parti-

cular, a system of two such points. For such a system, the known force-function U
becomes, by (2.),

V = m^m.J{r), (71.)

r being the mutual distance

r = J{x^ - x.,f + (3/1
- 3/,)2 + (^j _ z^)2^ (72.)

between the two points m^, m.^, and / (r) being a function of this distance such that

its derivative or differential coefficient /' (r) expresses the law of their repulsion or

attraction, according as it is positive or negative. The known differential equations

of motion, of the second order, are now, by (1.), comprised in the following formula

:

m,{x\lx^+y\ly^+ z\lz^)-\-m.^{x\lx._+y'.,ly.,+ z\lz^) = m.^vi,,lf{r) ; . (73.)

they are therefore, separately,

,/' -m'-^^ u" - m ^^^ ^" -m"^^ 1A 1 — ^2 g^^ , 3/ 1 — m.,
g^^

, 2 1 — m.^
g^^ , I

„ S/(r)
,,

8/(r)
,,

8/(r) f
• • • (7 •)

The problem of integrating these equations consists in proposing to assign, by

their means, six relations between the time t, the masses m^ m^, the six varying

coordinates x-^ y^ Zj Xo y^ ^2, and their initial values and initial rates of increase

«i ^1 ^1 ^2 h ^2 ^'1 ^'1 c'l a'2 b'2 c'2. If we knew these six final integrals, and combined

them with the initial form of the law of living force, or of the known intermediate

integral

lmi(^V+3/? + ^r)+i/"20^?+y2- + ^'2')='«i'«2/W + H; . . (75.)
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that is, with the following formula,

i m, (a'i2 + i'^2 _|_ c'-^) + 1 m, (a^ + b',/ + c',^) = ?n,mj (r,) + H, . . (76.)

in which r,, is the initial distance

ro = VK-«2r^+(*i-^2)'+(^i-^2)^ (77.)

and H is a constant quantity, introduced by integration ; we could, by the combina-

tion of these seven relations, determine the time t, and the six initial components of

velocity a\ b\ c'j a!^ b'^ c'g, as functions of the twelve final and initial coordinates

i\ i/y Zj X2 y<i %2 «i 6i Ci 02 \ ^25 ^'^d of the quantity H, (involving also the masses
:)

we could therefore determine whatever else depends on the manner and time of

motion of this system of two points, as a function of the same extreme coordinates

and of the same quantity H. In particular, we could determine the action, or accu-

mulated living force of the system, namely,

V = m^£ Gr'i2 -f. 3/'i2 + ;s\2) d t -f m..^f\w\J- -f y\^ -f- z',^ dt, . . (A^.)

as a function of those thirteen quantities oc^ y^ Sj x^ y^ z,^. ^i ^i ^i 02 ^2 ^2 ^ : and

might then calculate the variation of this function.

(B2.)

But the essence of our method consists in forming freviously the expression of this

variation, by our law of varying action, namely,

S V = ?Wi {x\ I x^ - a\ I a^ -j- y\ ly^ - b\ I by + z\ I z^ — c\ S q) -|

-1- 7^2 (^'2 S X, — a'2 § ^2 + I/'2 ^ y-i
— ^'2 ^ K + '^i ^ ^2 - c'2 ^c^\ • (C2.)

+ ^H; J

and in considering V as a characteristicfunction of the motion, from the form of which

may be deduced all the intermediate and all the final integrals of the known differen-

tial equations, by resolving the expression (C^.) into the following separate groups,

(included in (C.) and (D.),)

8V ,8V ,8V
,

-]^ = m,x„^ = m,y„j^ = m, z „ |

8 V , « V ,
^' V ,1g— = 7«2 x',, g— = m,y2, g^ = ^^^2^2;

J

and
8V ,8V ,, 8V

,
-]

5— = — TO, a',, ^-7- = — TO, b\, J—- = — »«i c,,
j

{W.)

8V
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besides this other equation, which had occurred before,

m = ^ (E)

By this new method, the difficulty of integrating the six known equations of motion

of the second order (74.), is reduced to the search and differentiation of a single

function V ; and to find the form of this function, we are to employ the following

pair of partial differential equations of the first order

:

= m,mJ{r,)-}-H, (G^.)

combined with some simple considerations. And it easily results from the principles

already laid down, that the integral of this pair of equations, adapted to the present

question, is

V = V(^„ - "»)' + (.'A,
- K)" + («„ - <:„)' V2H„(»ii + ».J

+^,<-^^+J:J^'-): (W.)

in which x,^ y^^ z^, a^ b^ c^^ denote the coordinates, final and initial, of the centre of

gravity of the system,

""" - m, + 7«, ' y" - m, + ml '' ~" " m, ^ m^ ^ \

^"
?«! + m^ ' " ~ ?«! + m^ ' *^" ~~

w, + ?«2 ' J

and 3^ is the angle between the final and initial distances r, r^ : we have also put for

abridgement

? = ±\/2K + m,) (/(,) +^j-^, (79.)

the upper or the lower sign to be used, according as the distance r is increasing or

decreasing ; and have introduced three auxiliary quantities h, H^ H^„ to be deter-

mined by this condition,

= a+/;^f«fr, (P.)

combined with the two following,

^^XA, •" = Vfc - »„)' + (y,, - K)' + (^„ - c,.f
.v/^, L^,,

H, + H„ = H i J
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which auxiliary quantities, although in one view they are functions of the twelve ex-

treme coordinates, are yet to be treated as constant in calculating the three definite

integrals, or limits of sums of numerous small elements,

X ^ '^ "^'X 8^ '^ ''X 8~h;
^^-

The form (H^.), for the characteristic function of a binary system, may be re-

garded as a central or radical relation, which includes the whole theory of the motion

of such a system ; so that all the details of this motion may be deduced from it by

the application of our general method. But because the theory of binary systems

has been brought to great perfection already, by the labours of former writers, it

may suffice to give briefly here a few instances of such deduction.

14. The form (PP.), for the characteristic function of a binary system involves

explicitly, when § is changed to its value (79.), the twelve quantities x,, y^^ z^^ a^, b^ c,,

r r^^ h H, H,;, (besides the masses OTj »z2 which are always considered as given ;) its

variation may therefore be thus expressed

:

»V SV SV SV 8V SV -.

SV = i^ix„ +~ hy„ + i^iz„ + ^la, + ^lb,,-j-y^^c, ]8.^•,, " ' 6 1/,,
-J II

' 6 z„ II ' a„ " ' o 0,, " ' tc,, "
" ^" " "

y . (U.)

In this expression, if we put for abridgement

^- V i,;,-a,f + (y,-b,f+{z„-c„r
^'"''•^

we shall have

= X (x, - aJ, g- = K {y„- b,), j^ = X iz„ - c,), T

^" "
I (M2).

sv sv sv
I

J
— = X (a„ — X,,), jTT- = K (b„ — y,), -j— =: X (c„— z,) ;

ttii
^ II 11" h Oil

^ II ^11-" hcii ^ II II' J

and if we put

,, = ±^2{m, + m,){f{r,) +^y^, (81.)

the sign of the radical being determined by the same rule as that of
f, we shall have

8 V ^ m^m^g 8 V — ?«^ m^ go 8 V m^ m^ h
_

8?- m^ + rric^' Ir^ r/Zj + m^ ' Sd ?n, + w^
'

^
''

besides, by the equations of condition (I^.), (K^.), we have

S = o. (O^-)

and

^, = ^=/T' >H, + 8H„ = *H (I«.)
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The expression (L^.) may therefore be thus transformed

:

S V = X {{x„ - a,) (h X,, - I a,) + (ij„ - b,) {ly,^ - I b,) + {z^, - cj [h z,, - 5 cj}

and may be resolved by our general method into twelve separate expressions for the

final and initial components of velocities, namely,

, _ J_ SV _ A m^ ( 1^ , , 81\
*l — m, S^i - »2i + ?«2 ^^" ~ ^"> "*?«,+ m, V S.t-, + '^ Sxi/'

1 SV

and

J_8V

1 8V

J_8V

1 SV

18V . K

1 8V X ^
, ^ ,

»2, / 8r
, ,

8a\

;;^7T^^ (^./ - O + ,7^7^:^^ V^ s^ + ^ 87>

A , m, ( 8r 8^\

,V+^, ^''" ~ ^"^ + ^^7T^. V^ 8^, + ^ 87j'

.
A Wi / S>-

I
7 S^\

^ 2 — ,„,^ 83/^
— »?,+»?, ^y^' — '^''> + OT, + ?«2 \^ 8 7/2

+ " 8yj/'

1 8V A
7«i / Sr,

,
Sd\

V _ A ?«2 { ^Ja h li^

, _ ^ 8V _ A _OTi _ / 8^0 j^\
*2 — ,«2 8«2

"~
»'i + '«.2

^^" ""^ "^
'«, + '«2 V^o 8«„ ~ '* Sa^/'

77 _ ZLI^ _ ^
/ 7 X J »ii / ilo 7 8^\

'^ 2 - OT^ 8 62
—

OT, + wjg v3/.,- «//; i-
,„^ + ,„^ \fo g ^,^

- «
8 I,
J,

A - Wi / Srg
,
8^\

_ -JSV
1 7)1, 8 6, 7?i

-jsy
m, 8(

nio 8 Co ?«

besides the following expression for the time of motion of the system

which gives by (K^.), and by (79.), (80.),

»?, + m„

(R2.)

(S2.)

(T2.)

(U2.)

The six equations (R2.) give the six intermediate integrals, and the six equations

(S-.) give the six final integrals of the six known differential equations of motion (74.)

for any binary system, if we eliminate or determine the three auxiliary quantities

MDCCCXXXIV. 2 o
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h, H^, H^^, by the three conditions (P.) (T^.) (U^.). Thus, if we observe that the

distances r, r^, and the included angle 9^, depend only on relative coordinates, vi^hich

may be thus denoted,

flj — a2^= a, by 62 = ^, q
(82.)

we obtain by easy combinations the three following intermediate integrals for the

centre of gravity of the system :

x\, t = x,,- a,„ y\^ t=y^^- b,„ z\, t = z,,- c,„ (83.)

and the three following final integrals,

a\i t = x^^ — Uii, b\^ t-=y^^— b^^, c'^ t = z,^ — c^, (84.)

expressing the well-known law of the rectilinear and uniform motion of that centre.

We obtain also the three following intermediate integrals for the relative motion of

one point of the system about the other

:

1

H'

(85.)

and the three following final integrals.

Sd

y

in which the auxiliary quantities h, H^ are to be determined by (F.) (T^.), and in

which the dependence of ?-, r^, &, on |, -/i, ^, a, (o, 7, is expressed by the following

equations

:

r = Jl"- + r? + K\ r, = V«2 + ^'^ + 7^

r Tq cos &=:5a + ;jj3 + !^y.

If then we put, for abridgement,

(87.)

^ = T + ^ V B C — ZJo + : tan d'tan ^' » Tq sin d'

we shall have these three intermediate integrals,

r = A I - B a, ri' = A',j-B(B, ^' = A ^ - B y, .

and these three final integrals,

a' = B§-Ca, iB' = B^-C(i, 'y'=Bi-Cy, .

. (88.)

. (89.)

. (90.)
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of the equations of relative motion. These integrals give,

|;,'-;;r=«/3'-j3a'=:B(«;?-^|), 1

'?^'-C'j' = ^y'-7f3'=B(/3C-y;;), [ (91.)

and
^(a^'-/3a')+?(^7'-y^') +'?(y«'-«7')=0; (92.)

they contain therefore the known law of equable description of areas, and the law of

a plane relative orbit. If we take for simplicity this plane for the plane | ri, the quan-

tities i^ yy' will vanish ; and we may put,

I = r cos &, ri = r sin 6, 1 = 0, T
V (93.)

a = r^ COS ^0, /3 = /'o
sm 6q, y = 0, J

and
g' = r COS 9 — 6' r sin 6, rl = r' sin 6 -\- & r cos 6, ^ = 0,

a' = r'o cos d^ - 6'^ r^ sin 6^, ^' = r'o sin ^o + ^'o ^o cos ^q, y'= 0^ }
(94.)

the angles d 6q being counted from some fixed line in the plane, and being such that

their difference

^ - ^0 - ^ (95.)

These values give

|V-^r=r2^', a/3'-,S«' = ro2C «';-|3l = /-roSin&, . . . .(96.)

and therefore, by (88.) and (91),

r2 ^ = V ^0 = ^' ; (97.)

the quantity ^ ^ is therefore the constant areal velocity in the relative motion of the

system ; a result which is easily seen to be independent of the directions of the three

rectangular coordinates. The same values, (93.), (94.), give

f cos ^ + ;? sin ^ = r, |' cos ^ + ;?' sin ^ = r', a cos ^ + /3 sin ^ =sin 6 = ?•(, cos ^,
~)

^0 + ^ sin ^0 = r cos S-,J

(98.)
05 cos ^0 + |3 sin ^0 = ^05 <^' cos ^0 + )3' sin ^0 = ^'o' ^ cos i" '

-"' "" '

and therefore, by the intermediate and final integrals, (89.), (90.),

r' = g, r', = §,; (99.)

results which evidently agree with the condition (T^.), and which give by (79.) and

(81.), for all directions of coordinates,

r'^+^,-2{m, + m,)f{r)= "|

r'^o + ^^-2in., + m,)f(r,) = 2 H, (- + -);
J

the other auxiliary quantity H^ is therefore also a constant, independent of the time,

and enters as such into the constant part in the expression for \r'~ + ^ ) the square

of the relative velocity. The equation of condition (P), connecting these two con-

2 02
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stants h, H^ with the extreme lengths of the radius vector r, and with the angle &
described by this radius in revolving from its initial to its final direction, is the equa-

tion of the plane relative orbit ; and the other equation of condition (T^.), connecting

the same two constants with the same extreme distances and with the time, gives

the law of the velocity of mutual approach or recess.

We may remark that the part V, of the whole characteristic function V, which

represents the relative action and determines the relative motion in the system,

namely,

^.=^M+Xj'^)' <v^-)

may be put, by (P.), under the form

^•=^%j:.{^-"¥:)^r, (w.)

or finally, by (79.),

^' = ^X "'"°"T^"'
^^' (xg

the condition (I^.) may also itself be transformed, by (79.), as follows

:

'' = ''X^'- (Y^-)

results which all admit of easy verifications. The partial differential equations con-

nected with the law of relative living force, which the characteristic function V^ of

relative motion must satisfy, may be put under the following forms :

AVA2 1 /SVA2_ Qm,m 1

Ur) +,A8j - .^7+^, (U + H.),
!

/8VA2 1 /SVA2 Qm,m^ ^^^ ,
.^^ \

and if the first of the equations of this pair have its variation taken with respect to r

and 9^, attention being paid to the dynamical meanings of tlie coefficients of the cha-

racteristic function, it will conduct (as in former instances) to the known differential

equations of motion of the second order.

On the undisturbed 3Iotion of a Planet or Comet about the Sun : Dependence of the

Characteristic Function of such Motion, on the chord and the sum of the Radii.

15, To particularize still further, let

/(0=T' (101.)

that is, let us consider a binary system, such as a planet or comet and the sun, with

the Newtonian law of attraction ; and let us put, for abridgement,

,
h- — VI-, m„ / , ^„ Xm^-\-m^ = li, ~=p, -^^-^ = a (102.)
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The characteristic function V, of relative motion may now be expressed as follows :

v, = ^<ay^+/;±v/Pi^...); (A».)

in which p is to be considered as a function of the extreme radii vectores r, Vq, and of

their included angle 9^, involving also the quantity a, or the connected quantity H„
and determined by the condition

,, />r + dr

^=/.77_g: _L _L-
i^'-)

that is, by the derivative of the formula (A^.), taken with respect to ja : the upper

sign being taken in each expression when the distance /• is increasing, and the lower

sign when that distance is diminishing, and the quantity p being treated as constant

in calculating the two definite integrals. It results from the foregoing remarks, that

this quantity p is constant also in the sense of being independent of the time, so as

not to vary in the course of the motion ; and that the condition (B^.), connecting this

constant with r r^ ^ a, is the equation of the plane relative orbit ; which is therefore

(as it has long been known to be) an ellipse, hyperbola, or parabola, according as the

constant a is positive, negative, or zero, the origin of r being always a focus of the

curve, and p being the seraiparameter. It results also, that the time of motion may
be thus expressed

:

^— 8H, — m,W2 8a' (C^.)

and therefore thus

:

pr + dr

*=J.:jht\jt.^_p'' • • • •. ^^'-^

V r a r^

which latter is a known expression. Confining ourselves at present to the case a > 0,

and introducing the known auxiliary quantities called excentricity and excentric

anomaly, namely,

^= V 1-f' (103.)

and

t;=COS~' C"^), (104.)

which give

+ ^2ar — r^ — /J a = aesin u, (105.)

u being considered as continually increasing with the time ; and therefore, as is well

known,
r = a (1 — e cos v), Tq = a (1 — e cos Vq),

^ = 2tan-'{V^j4-;tan^}-2tan-'{\/i^:tan|},
j

[ . 106.)
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and

t z=\/— .(v — Vq — esinv + esinvf^y, (107-)

we find that this expression for the characteristic function of relative motion,

y -'h^ r "Y ^' (E3.)

V r ~ a r^

deduced from (A^.) and (B^.), may be transformed as follows :

V^ = m-^7n,^\/— {y — Vf^ -^ e ?,\n V — e sin y,,) : . . . (P.)

in which the excentricity e, and the final and initial excentric anomalies v, v^, are to

be considered as functions of the final and initial radii r, 7'q, and of the included

ang-le 3^, determined by the equations (106.). The expression (F^.) may be thus

written

:

_
V, = 2 ?«! nir, sj— (v, + e, sin v^), (G3.)

if we put, for abridgement,

:,^ = "-^, e, = ecos"-^; (108.)

for the complete determination of the characteristic function of the present relative

motion, it remains therefore to determine the two variables v^ and e^, as functions of

7'
/'o ^, or of some other set of quantities which mark the shape and size of the plane

triangle bounded by the final and initial elliptic radii vectores and by the elliptic

chord.

For this purpose it is convenient to introduce this elliptic chord itself, which we

shall call + r, so that

t2 = r2 + r2^ - 2 r To cos ^ ; . . . . . . . . (109.)

because this chord may be expressed as a function of the two variables y„ e,, (involving

also the mean distance a,) as follows. The value (106.) for the angle ^, that is, by

(95.), for d — $0, gives

d - 2 tan '

I \/j^ tan y j = ^o
- 2 tan ' |\/{^ tan ^| = ^, . ( 110.)

TS being a new constant independent of the time, namely, one of the values of the

polar angle d, which correspond to the minimum of radius vector ; and therefore,

by (106.),

r cos (^ — ot) = a (cos v — e), r sin {6 — ts) = a ^i — e'^ sin v, 1

;•(, cos (^0 - ot) = a (cos v^-e), r-o sin (^o
- ^) = aJ\ — e^ sin Ug

; J

'

expressions which give the following value for the square of the elliptic chord ;
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= {r COS {6 - 'bt) — A-Q cos (^0— a^) }^ + {r sin (^ — z<r) — Tq sin (d^ -m)y

= 2? {(cos V — COS Uq)^ + (1 — ^") (sill y — sin v^"^-)

= 4 a2 sin v,^
{
(sin ^°)' + (1 - e^) (cos^°)'}

= 4 a^ (1 — e^^) siny^2.

> (112.)

%ve may also consider t as having- the same sign with sin y„ if we consider it as

alternately positive and negative, in the successive elliptic periods or revolutions,

beginning with the initial position.

Besides, if we denote by ff the sum of the two elliptic radii vectores, final and

initial, so that

<^ = r + ro, (113.)

we shall have, with our present abridgements,

0- = 2 a (1 - e, cos y,) ; . . . . . , . . (114.)

the variables u, <?, are therefore functions of ff, t, a, and consequently the character-

istic function V, is itself a function of those three quantities. We may therefore put

m^^

to being a function of ff, r, a, of which the form is to be determined by eliminating

v, e, between the three equations,

iv = 2^^ (y, + e, sin y,),]

(T = 2 a (1 - e, cos y^), ^ (P.)

T = 2 a (1 — ej^)^ sin y, ; j

and we may consider this new function iv as itself a characteristic fimction of elliptic

motion ; the law of its variation being expressed as follows, in the notation of the

present essay

:

lw = i'hi-u'hoc-\-fi'h>^-^'l(i + ^h^-y'hy-\-*-^^ (K3.)

In this expression, ^ }] ?, are the relative coordinates of the point nii, at the time t,

referred to the other attracting point wig as an origin, and to any three rectangular

axes ; I' 7]' 1^' are their rates of increase, or the three rectangular components of final

relative velocity ; k (5 y a! (5' y' are the initial values, or values at the time zero, of

these relative coordinates and components of relative velocity ; a is a quantity inde-

pendent of the time, namely, the mean distance of the two points m^, m^ ; and ^u, is

the sum of their masses. And all the properties of the undisturbed elliptic motion

of a planet or comet about the sun maybe deduced in a new way, from the simplified

characteristic function w, by comparing its variation (K^.) with the following other

form,

L3.
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in which we are to observe that

4172 4- . Ir^i 4- «2 _|_ ^2 "1

. . . (MS.)
T = y|2 _^. ^2 + ^2 + J^t + ^2 +

7?-]

By this comparison we are brought back to the general integral equations of the

relative motion of a binary system, (89.) and (90.) ; but we have now the following

particular values for the coefficients A, B, C :

. 1 ?w 1 8® „ 1 8-d) 1 gw ,
1 8ro ,-^„.

and with respect to the three partial differential coefficients, ^, g— , g-^, we have the

following relation between them :

Sou , 8w . Sim w ,_, .

a J

—

\- f>^—\-'^^~ = '7T, y^-)
5 a ' 8(7 ' 5t 2

'

^ '

the function iv being homogeneous of the dimension ^ with respect to the three quan-

tities a, <r, r ; we have also, by (F.),

— — »/Z ^'""/ — = ^ /Z . J^£]3^ CPS)
CO- V a ' ^; — COS u/ 8 r v a * cos u^ — c/

and therefore

§7 87 = ^^^72' VS^J "I" UtJ + a -<72_T^' v'^-J

from which may be deduced the following remarkable expressions :

/8w Sttj\2

VS^+8TJ~(r + T

/Stt! 8TO\2_ 4|I;(-

y8 T 8 cr/ 0- — T

4fx. ft 1

5> (R3.)

These expressions will be found to be important in the application of the present me-

thod to the theory of elliptic motion.

16. We shall not enter, on this occasion, into any details of such application ; but

we may remark, that the circumstance of the characteristic function involving only

the elliptic chord and the sum of the extreme radii, (besides the mean distance and

the sum of the masses,) affords, by our general method, a new proof of the well-

known theorem that the elliptic time also depends on the same chord and sum of

radii ; and gives a new expression for the law of this dependence, namely,

^ = ^^1^" (S3.)

We may remark also, that the same form of the characteristic function of elliptic

motion, conducts, by our general method, to the following curious, but not novel

property, of the ellipse, that if any two tangents be drawn to such a curve, from

any common point outside, these tangents subtend equal angles at one focus ;
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they subtend also equal angles at the other. Reciprocally, if any plane curve possess

this property, when referred to a fixed point in its own plane, which may be taken as

the origin of polar coordinates r, &, the curve must satisfy the following equation in

mixed differences:

cotan (^').Al = (A + .)iL± („,.)

which may be brought to the following form,

{l}-^d¥)-i = ^' (116.)

and therefore gives, by integration,

^ ~
1 + ^ cos (9 - ot)

' (117-)

the curve is, consequently, a conic section, and the fixed point is one of its foci.

The properties of parabolic are included as limiting cases in those of elliptic mo-
tion, and may be deduced from them by making

H, = 0, or a = X ; (118.)

and therefore the characteristic function w and the time t, in parabolic as well as in

elliptic motion, are functions of the chord and of the sum of the radii. By thus

making a infinite in the foregoing expressions, we find, for parabolic motion, the par-

tial differential equations

VSo- "f" StJ —
cr + r' VSo- Sr/ — cr-r' ^^ •)

and in fact the parabolic form of the simplified characteristic function w may easily

be shown to be

tV = 2j^{^^+-T:^J^^r), (U3.)

r being, as before, the chord, and o- the sum of the radii ; while the analogous limit

of the expression (S^.), for the time, is

' = (r7;{(^ + ^r=F('^-^)*}: (V3.)

which latter is a known expression.

The formulae (K^.) and (L^.), to the comparison of which we have reduced the

study of elliptic motion, extend to hyperbolic motion also ; and in any binary system,

with Newton's law of attraction, the simplified characteristic function w may be

expressed by the definite integral

:/' \/^-±-.dr, (W3.)^ -r V a- -\- T 4 a ' ^ '

this function iv being still connected with the relative action V^ by the equation

(H3.) ; while the time t, which may always be deduced from this function, by the

law of varying action, is represented by this other connected integral,

MDCCCXXXIV. 2 p
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'=i/_:(4-.-ir''- p^'-)

provided that, within the extent of these integrations, the radical does not vanish

nor become infinite. When this condition is not satisfied, we may still express the

simplified characteristic function w, and the time t, by the following analogous inte-

grals :

=/"+v/^-i-i.„ (Y=.)

and

. = /;"±(^-i)-*.,„ (Z3.)

in which we have put for abridgement

and in which it is easy to determine the signs of the radicals. But to treat fully of

these various transformations would carry us too far at present, for it is time to

consider the properties of systems with more points than two.

On Systems of three Points, in general ; and on their Characteristic Functions.

17. For any system of three points, the known differential equations of motion

of the 2nd order are included in the following formula :

+ m, (A B ^3 + tj", 1 7/, + ^"3 ^z,) = hV, J

the known force-function U having the form

\J = m,m.,/'''^ -\-m,m,/^'''^ + m,m,/^'''\ .... (121.)

in which/^'' ^\ /*'' ^\ /^"' ^\ are functions respectively of the three following mutual

distances of the points of the system :

/' 3) = J{x, - .^3)2 -H (yi
- y3)2 + {z, - z,)\ \ . . . (122.)

r^''
'^ = J{x, - x,r + {y, - y,? + (^2 - hY--\

the known differential equations of motion are therefore, separately, for the point m^,

8/1.2) g^(l,

•^ 1 = '«2 -^"S^
1- '%

jz" = Mr, —^^ h ni-i

with six other analogous equations for the points /w, ^^'^^ "h ' ^"u ^^> denoting the

S^,
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component accelerations of the three points m^ m^ m-^, or the second differential co-

efficients of their coordinates, taken with respect to the time. To integrate these

equations is to assign, by their means, nine relations between the time t, the three

masses m^ m^ m^,, the nine varying- coordinates x^ y^ Xj x^ y.i z^ % y^ %» ^"^d their nine

initial values and nine initial rates of increase, which may be thus denoted, a-^ h^ q
02 &2 ^2 ^3 ^3 C3 a\ h\ c\ a'2 h'2 c'2 a\ h\ c'3. The known intermediate integral con-

taining the law of living force, namely.

gives the following initial relation :

{^z' + y',' + ^'^)

(124.)

-T m, {a\^ -f- h\^ + c'i2) H- - ^2 (a?- + ^'2' + c?) + IT «^3 («? + ^? + ^'3')

= ^"1 »»2/o " + ™1 ^hfo ' + ?M2 '"s/o + H,
(1,3)

(125.)

•(1,2) /(I, 3) /.(2, 3)
in which /, , /o

'

, /o
'

, are composed of the initial coordinates, in the same

manner as /^''
f^^' ^'

f'-^' ^' are composed of the final coordinates. If then we knew
the nine final integrals of the equations of motion of this ternary system, and com-

bined them with the initial form (125.) of the law of living force, we should have ten

relations to determine the ten quantities i a\ b\ c'j d^ b\ c'2 a'3 h\ c'3, namely, the time

and the nine initial components of the velocities of the three points, as functions of

the nine final and nine initial coordinates, and of the quantity H, involving also the

masses ; we could therefore determine whatever else depends on the manner and time

of motion of the system, from its initial to its final position, as a function of the same

extreme coordinates, and of H. In particular, we coidd determine the action V, or

the accumulated living force of the system, namely,

\ (A*.)

as a function of these nineteen quantities, ^1 y^ ^i x^ y^ ^2 "^3 3/3 H ^1 ^1 ^i «2 ^2 ^2

a-i <63 C3 H ; and might then calculate the variation of this function.

SV

-f ^--§.r2-f

ok, J ' a «.

^.?/2+s^S;.2 + S«2+f^

8V

"».+|^s,

U2-hl^Sc2

+ 8^^^3 +
(B4.)

2 p2
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But the law of varying action gives, previously, the following expression for this

variation

:

SV = »^l Gr'i I xi - a'l h a^ + y\ ly^ - b\ I \ + z\ I z^ - c\ I q)

"

+ m^ {x\ I x^ - a'2 s 0-2 + y\^y2 - ^'2

^

h + ^'2 ^ ^2 - ^^'2 ^ C2)

+ 7^3 (J7'3 S ^3 - a'3 S fl3 + y\ ly-i - h\ I 63 + ^'3 I ^3 - c'3 S C3) '

and shows, therefore, that the research of all the intermediate and all the final integral

equations, of motion of the system, may be reduced, reciprocally, to the search and

differentiation of this one characteristic function V ; because if we knew this one

function, we should have the nine intermediate integrals of the known differential

equations, under the forms

8V ,8V
,
SV

,
-,

SV ,
SV ,8V

,
. ,^,,

8^ = «*2'^2,8^ = '«23/2,S^ = «*2^2, > (DM

8V ,8V ,8V
,

8^ = '% •^^3. g;^
= '"33/ 3» 8^ = ^3 23, J

and the nine final integrals under the forms

8V ,8V ,, 8V

8V , 8V ,, 8V
m„ a 0, FT- = — »Iq

8 a, ~ '"a " 25 s 6„ ~ '"2 " 2' §

8V , SV ,, SV
r— z=: — nio a.

^'2' 8Z = - ''^2 c'2, > (E^O

'3 ^35 g ^,g
— — "*3 ^'3'

8C3
~ ~ "*3 C'sj

J
the auxiliary constant H being to be eliminated, and the time t introduced, by this

other equation, which has often occurred in this essay,

* = m (E-)

The same law of varying action suggests also a method of investigating the form

of this characteristic function V, not requiring the previous integration of the known

equations of motion ; namely, the integration of a pair of partial differential equations

connected with the law of living force ; which are,

1 r/8V\2 /8v\2
,
/svy-j

,

i
f /svy ,

/svvi /svy-j i

2^1 [v^J + [fjj + [fvj j + 2^1 tej + fej + VsTJ j ',

p^

,
1 f/'SVNS ,

/8VX2 /8V\21 ,.(1,2) (1,3) ^(2'3)
, TT

I+ 2^jW +^573) +W 1"'"^'""'^ +"»l"'3/ +^h^h/ +H,J

and

^ {
Q' + (y;)'

+

m + ^,{ (S'

+

Q^y +m \)"(G'*.)
1 r/8V\2 /8V\2 /8V\21 (1,2) (1,3) (2,3) T

+^|W +W +W) I
^'^I'^'^/o +^"l''^3/„ +»^2'«3/o + H.

J
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And to diminish the difficulty of thus determining the function V, which depends on

18 coordinates, we may separate it, by principles already explained, into a part V„
depending- only on the motion of the centre of gravity of the system, and determined

by the formula (H',), and another part V^, depending only on the relative motions of

the points of the system about this internal centre, and equal to the accumulated

living force, connected with this relative motion only. In this manner the difficulty

is reduced to determining the relative action V^ ; and if we introduce the relative co-

ordinates

?1 = ^1 - '^3' '^1=3/1- «/3> ^1 =
> ^2=3/2- :?/3' ^2 =

and

«! = «1 - «35 ^1 = *1 - ^3' 71 = Ci - C,

cc.^ = a^ — ag, ^2 = *2 - K 72 — ^2 — c.

'I
.... (126.)

'} .... (127.)

we easily find, by the principles of the tenth and following numbers, that the function

V, may be considered as depending only on these relative cooi-dinates, and on a quan-

tity H; analogous to H (besides the masses of the system) ; and that it must satisfy

two partial differential equations, analogous to (F^.) and (G''.), namely,

j^{GT:)^+(i^r+c^')l+^{(5i)'-+(£r+c^y}]

/.n, 2) ,
/-(I. 3) ,

y"(2, 3) , XT I

and

the law of the variation of this function being, by (Z'.),

+ moi^'^lt, - cc'.Jcc^ + n'^lr,., - ^'^'^^^ + C'2^^2 " ^'2^72)

r(?Mil'i+m2l'2) (miS|i-f?re2S?2) — (™i=''i+''*2«'2) (wiim-TOaSag)

\ -\-{mi'^\+ m2-/i'2) {m^'hri^-{-moh2)— ifni(i'i-\-m2(^'2) ('«i¥i+ »*2^/52)

(F.)

h + rn,+m,
^ _^^^^^^^^ _^ ^^^^,^^ {m,li,+m,hi^ - {m,y\+ m,y'2) inHln-\-m,iy,)

UKK)

which resolves itself in the same manner as before into the six intermediate and six

final integrals of relative motion, namely, into the following equations :
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svsvsvsvsvsv_

'^1

8V SV
S2, +8z.

8i,

+ !? + ^ 8V_ 8V
S c, + 8 c + 8 c.

(P.)

we find that these equations become identical, because

8x„ ^^ Sa„ — "'
IV, sy,

But substituting, in like manner, the expressions (O^.)

(P.), of which the first is, for a ternary system.

0. ..... . (Q4.)

the equations of the form

6V SV
?^i S ^j + ''^2

Sj/2

8V
hi^+

8V
8^2

SV

+ ""3
83/3

8V

sv; , sv; sv
}

(R^.)

8 V„
0, (S^.)

and observing that we have

SV,, SV,,

along with two other analogous conditions, we find that the part V„ or the charac-

teristic function of relative motion of the ternary system, must satisfy the three fol-

lowing conditions, involving its partial differential coefficients of the first order and
in the first degree,

SV,

, SV,
ii s?.

SV,
,

SV, ^ SV, SV, SV,

V;
,

8V, , SV,
, ^ SV, SV,

, ^
?2

K CP.)

-2
8?^

V SV,
+ 71 ST

8 V, S V,

y2S^-«2SV'

which show that this function can depend only on the shape and size of a pentagon,

not generally plane, formed by the point m.^ considered as fixed, and by the initial

and final positions of the other two points m^ and m.^ ; for example, the pentagon, of

which the corners are, in order, m.^ (m^) (m^) m.^ m^ ; {niy) and (mg) denoting the

initial positions of the points 7/2^ and 7ii.^, referred to 7n.^ as a fixed origin. The shape

and size of this pentagon may be determined by the ten mutual distances of its five

points, that is, by the five sides and five diagonals, which may be thus denoted

:

mg (mi) = ^*i, (mj) {ni^) = ^s.^, {m.^) m.^ = ^s-^, m^ m^ = JT^, m^ ni^ = ^^, ")

"h ('"2) = n/^u (™i) »^2 = 's/d2, (m.^) nii = ^d^, m^m^= „/d^,mi {m^) =^d^;

)

the values of Aj . . . r/g as functions of the twelve relative coordinates beine-

(128.)
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(129.)

.-1 = «i2 + ^^2 + ^2^ ,^ = («^ _ „J2 + (^^ _ ^^)2 ^ (y^
_

y^)2^ ^

.3 = {I, - a,Y + (,2 - ^2)2 + (4 - 7^)2,

*5 = il' + 'Jl' + Cl^ ^4 = (il - ^2)' + {n, - n.y + (4 - ^2)^

rfi = ai + ,82' + 72^ ^2 = (?2 - «!)' 4- ('Ja - f3i)2 + (^2 - yi)^

^3 = (Sl - «2)' + ('Jl - ^2)' + (^1 - 72)^

d, = §V + >,,^ + ^2^ ^5 = (?i
- «i)^ + ('^i

- ^1)^ + (^1 - y,r-.
-J

These ten distances ^s-^, &c., are not, however, all independent, but are connected by-

one equation of condition, namely.

2 „ 2 4_ o :

1 "^3 T^ *2 %^ +
+ S,^ d/ + ^2' d,^ + ^32 42 + ^^2 J^2 _^ ^^2 d^2

+ <^i2 J^2 + J^2 ^^2 _]_ Jg2 ^2 + ^^2 J^2 _]_ ^^2 ^^2

2 *j *3 *4 2 A'2 54 *5 - 53 S^Sy — 2 *4 *j ^2 2 *5 ,^2 %
— 2 V*3^3 - 2^2' *4 ^4 - 2^3^*5 ^-4 - 2*42^1^1 -^S.^S^d,

— 2 Sj^ s^d.^ — 2 s<^ *5 t?4 — 2 ^32 *j rfj — 2 ^42 *2 c?i — 2 ^52 53 f/g

— 2 5i c?2 ^j^ — 2 ^2 '^a
^4^ — 2 *3 c?4 d^^ — 2s^d^ dj^ — 2 ^5 d^ d^

— Isy d^ d^ — ls.^ d^ d^ — 2s^ d-^
(?i
- 2 *4 d^ d^ — ^s^ d^ d,^

-2dy doj d^-2d2 d^ d^ — 'ld^ d^ ^/g — 2 ^4 d-^ d^-^d^ d^^ d.^

— 4 *! *3 .S4 ^3 — 4 ^2 *4 *5 ^4 — 4 *3 S^ S^ d^ — 4 *4 S^ S.^d^ — 4 S^ *2 *3 ^2

— 4 *i c?2 ^3 ^4 — 4 *2 ^3 d^d^ — 4: *3 d^ d-^d-y — 4 s^ d^ d-^d.^ — 4 s^ d^ d^ d^

— 2 .f
I
Sg *3 ^4 — 2 *2 *3 *4 ^5 — 2 S.^ S^ S^ d^ — 2 ^4 .Sj S^ d.2 — 2 *5 $1 *2 ^4

— 2
.^i *3 c?i ^2 ~ 2 *2 «4 d.^d^ — 2 *3 *5 t?3 C?4 — 2 *4 ^j d^d^ — 2 Sr, *2 <^5 C?l

2 *i (ij c?3 (^ — 2 ,$2 «?2 d^di — 2 *3 ^3 d^d^ — 2 *4 <4 ^i ^3 ,
Jg 6?2 d^

+ 2 *i *2 *3 *4 + 2 *2 *3 *4 *5 + 2 «3 *4 ^S *1 + 2 *4 *5 «1 *2 + 2 *5 *1 *2 *3

+ 2 .Vi *2 ^^4 ^3 + 2 *2 *3 -^5 di + 2 53 *4 ^1 C?5 + 2 ^4 ^5 *2 ^4 + 2 *5 *i *3 d.^

+ 2 *i 53 *4 f?i + 2 ^2 *4 *5 <?2 + 2 53 *5 *i (^3 + 2 ^4 Sy *2 ^4 + 2 ^5 ^^2 "^3 4
+ 2 .?! ^2 <Z3 ^4 + 2 *2 S3 t?4 <^5 + 2 ^3 ^4 rfj 6?j + 2 ^4 .Sj rfj rfg + 2 ^5 ,S^ C?2 ^3

+ 2 *i *3 ^2 ^3 + 2 ^2 h d^di + 2 *3 55 d^dr, + 2 s^ s^ rfj c?i + 2 Sj *2 c?i ^^2

+ 2*1 54 rfi ^2 + 2*2*5 ^2 <^3 + 2*3-^1 ^3 '^4 +2*4*2 '^4^5 + 2*5*3^^1

+ 2*1*4 rflfZa + 2*2*56^2^4 + 2*3*1^3^/5 + 2*4*2^/4^1 + 2*5*3^5^2

+ 2 *i *4 ^2 ^^3 + 2 *2 *5 «/3 f/4 + 2 *3 *i </4 f/5 + 2 *4 *2 rfj t^i + 2 *5 *3 C?i rfg

+ 2 *i *4 C?3 ^4 + 2 *2 *5 c/j C?5 + 2 *3 *i rfg
6?i + 2 *4 S^ d^ d.^ + 2 *5 *3 d.^ d-^

+ 2 *i rfi d^ c?3 + 2 *2 £^2 ^^3 ^4 + 2 *3 d^ d^d^-\-2 s^ d^ d^d-y-\-2 s^ c?. d^ d^

+ 2 *i f^ c/4 ^/j + 2 *2 </4 f?5 ^1 + 2 *3 rfj C?i (/j + 2 *4 d-y C?2 ^3 + 2 *5 C?2 </3 di

+ 2d]_d,d^di-\-2 d.^ d-^ d^d^ + 2 ^3 d^ rfj
6?i + 2 f/4 ^/g ^i c/2 + 2 c?5 rfj f/2 </3 ;

>. (130.)
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they may therefore be expressed as functions of nine independent quantities ; for ex-

ample, of four lines and five angles, r^'^ r^^'^ r^'^ rQ^'\ d'^'^ ^o^'^
/'^

^o^'^ ', on which they

depend as follows

:

., = r,^'^
' + r,^'^ ' - 2 ,V^) r,^'' (cos ^'^ cos ^o^^^ + sin &,^'^ sin d,^'^ cos ;),

,3 = r^^)
' + r„^^) ' - 2 /'^ r^ cos {i'^ - ^0^^^),

s, = r"-'^
' + r^^) ' - 2 r^'^ r^'^ (cos 6^'^ cos /'^ + sinP sin ^^^^ cos ;),

(1) 2

"1 '^0
3

^2 = r^'^ ^ + ro^'^ ' - 2 r^'^ ro^'^ (cos P^ cos ^0^'' + sin 6^'^ sin ^^^^^ cos .),

d, = 4'^ ' + r(')
' - 2 ro^'^

/') (cos ^0^'^ cos <

> (131.)

.(2)2

+ r
(1)2 -2r'('^^('>cos(/'^-^o^'))

the two line-symbols r^ r^"^ denoting, for abridgement, the same two final radii vec-

tores which were before denoted by
fl, 3) (2, 3) and r^ representing the initial

values of these radii ; while f^^ P^ 6^^^ 6q^^ are angles made by these four radii, with

the line of intersection of the two planes r^ r^ , r^ r ; and / is the inclination of

those two planes to each other. We may therefore consider the characteristic function

V; of relative motion, for any ternary system, as depending only on these latter lines

and angles, along with the quantity H^.

The reasoning which it has been thought useful to develope here, for any system of

three points, attracting or repelling one another according to any functions of their

distances, was alluded to, under a more general form, in the twelfth number of this

essay ; and shows, for example, that the characteristic function of relative motion in

a system of four such points, depends on the shape and size of a heptagon, and there-

fore only on the mutual distances of its seven corners, which are in number

i p = j 21, but are connected by six equations of condition, leaving only fifteen

independent. It is easy to extend these remarks to any multiple system.

General method of improving an approximate expressionfor the Characteristic Function

of motion of a. System in any problem of Dynamics.

19. The partial differential equation (F.), which the characteristic function V must

satisfy, in every dynamical question, may receive some useful general transfor-

mations, by the separation of this function V into any two parts

MDCCCXXXIV. 2 Q
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Vi + V2 = V iV\)

For if we establish, for abridgement, the two following' equations of definition,

T.=2.^.(©y+(^'y+(sy).
' "''

analogous to the relation

T=2.i((My+Q^(m (W'.)

which served to transform the law of living force into the partial differential equation

(F.) ; we shall have, by (U*.),

T = Ti + l2+2.-\^^y^+y^y^ +-y^-g^j; (X .)

and this expression may be further transformed by the help of the formula (C), or

by the law of varying action. For that law gives the following symbolic equation,

the symbols in both members being prefixed to any one function of the varying coor-

dinates of a system, not expressly involving the time ; it gives therefore by {V\), (V^.),

^ m \ix S.r
'^

^1/ ty ^ hz 8zJ ~ dt ~ ^ ^2 • K^ •)

In this manner we find the following general and rigorous transformation of the

equation (F.),

^^^ "^ -" "^ (A^)

T being here retained for the sake of symmetry and conciseness, instead of the equal

expression U + H. And if we suppose, as we may, that the part Vj, like the whole

function V, is chosen so as to vanish with the time, then the other part Vg will also

have that property, and may be expressed by the definite integral,

Y,= r(T-T,+T,)dt . (B5.)
«>'

More generally, if we employ the principles of the seventh number, and introduce

any 3 n marks t^^, ri^, . . y;^^, of the varying positions of the n points of any system,

(whether they be the rectangular coordinates themselves, or any functions of them,)

we shall have

T=p(" "...fL) (C..)

and may establish by analogy the two following equations of definition.
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T -pP-^ ?!' ^\ 1

t^ = f(|^«, yi....lZ.), ' '

the function F being always rational and integer, and homogeneous of the second

dimension ; and being therefore such that (besides other properties)

T-T +T +^^^4-^'-^+ +^-^-^-^ (EM

,8V- .5V, + .SV,' • • • 8V - „SVi "T" .SV^' ^"^ '^

°-s^- *T— *Y— °^ *J
^

*S
^

^l SlJ-l »1l Olo^ ^Ig^ ^Ig^

and

8T, 8V ST, 8V
.

^T, 8V, _

By the principles of the eighth number, we have also,

and since the meanings of >i\, . . . j;'^ „, give evidently the symbolical equation,

Vil^ + Ji'2 x^ + • • • + V, F-^ = T-» (,F.)

we see that the equation (A^.) still holds with the present more general marks of

position of a moving system, and gives still the expression (B-"".), supposing only, as

before, that the two parts of the whole characteristic function are chosen so as to

vanish with the time.

It may not at first sight appear, that this rigorous transformation (B^.), of the partial

differential equation (F.), or of the analogous equation (T.) with coordinates not

rectangular, is likely to assist much in discovering the form of the part Vg of the

characteristic function V, (the other part V^ being supposed to have been previously

assumed ;) because it involves under the sign of integration, in the term Tg, the par-

tial differential coefficients of the sought part Vg. But if we observe that these un-

known coefficients enter only by their squares and products, we shall perceive that it

offers a general method of improving an approximation in any problem of dynamics.

For if the first part Vj be an approximate value of the whole sought function V, the

second part V2 will be small, and the term Tj will not only be also small, but will be

in general of a higher order of smallness ; we shall therefore in general improve an

approximate value Vj of the characteristic function V, by adding to it the definite

integral,

2 Q 2 ^
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\,=f^\T-T,)dt; (K5.)

thoug-h this is not, like (B'^.), a perfectly rigorous expression for the remaining part

of the function. And in calculating- this integral (K^,), for the improvement of an

approximation Vj, we may employ the following analogous approximations to the

rigorous formulae (D.) and (E.),

8Vi , SVi
,

SV,

and

SV,

SH {W.)

or with any other marks of final and initial position, (instead of rectangular coordi-

nates,) the following approximate forms of the rigorous equations (S.),

SV, STo SV, STn SV, STn

he>' Se, — Se'„
(N^)

together with the formula (M^.) ; by which new formulae the manner of motion of the

system is approximately though not rigorously expressed.

It is easy to extend these remarks to problems of relative motion, and to show that

in such problems we have the rigorous transformation

V,2=/*(T,-T,+T,,)rf^, (05.)
•^ o

and the approximate expression

V,2=X'(T,-TJrf^, •
•

(P'')

V,i being any approximate value of the function V^ of relative motion, and V,2 being

the correction of this value ; and T^j, T,2j heing homogeneous functions of the second

dimension, composed of the partial differential coefficients of these two parts V,i, V^2;>

in the same way as T, is composed of the coefficients of the whole function V^. These

general remarks may usefully be illustrated by a particular but extensive application.

Application of theforegoing method to the case of a Ternary or Multiple System, with

any laws of attraction or repulsion, and with one predominant mass.

20. The value (68.), for the relative living force 2 T^ of a system, reduces itself

successively to the following parts, 2T/'^, 2T/^\ . . . 2T/"~'^, when we suppose that
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all the n — 1 first masses vanish, with the exception of each successively ; namely, to

the part

2T/') = -!:ii^(ri2 + ,'i2 + C?), (132.)
m^ + m^

when only m^, m^, do not vanish ; the part

2m(2) = ^V^ (g'2 + ^'2 + ^'^2)^ _ , , (133.)

when all but ^2, »i„, vanish ; and so on, as far as the part

which remains, when only the two last masses are retained. The sum of these n — 1

parts is not, in general, equal to the whole relative living force 2 T^ of the system,

with all the n masses retained ; but it differs little from that whole when the first

n — 1 masses are small in comparison with the last mass m^ ; for the rigorous value

of this difference is, by (68.), and by (132.) (133.) (134.),

.(1) oT-(2)_ _oT(''-') —2'p 2T 2T 2T

^ (Tr - T,) +^ (T^' -t;) + ... + '-^ (t/"-) -T,) (135.)

1 ^-— 2, . m.- m', {{i'i-i',y + i^'i-^'^f + i^i-'^^y}-- \

an expression which is small of the second order when the « — 1 first masses are

small of the first order. If, then, we denote by V/'^, Y^^\ . . . V/"~'^, the relative

actions, or accumulated relative living forces, such as they would be in the n— 1

binary systems, (toj »i„), (m2 mj, . . . (m„_, m„), without the perturbations of the

other small masses of the entire multiple system of n points ; so that

V/^^
=:J^'

2 T/^^ d t, V/'^ =£ 2 T/^^ dt,... V/"-^^ ^f' 2 t/"-'^ dt, (Q^)

the perturbations being neglected in calculating these n — 1 definite integi-als ; we

shall have, as an approximate value for the whole relative action V, of the system, the

sum V,i of its values for these separate binary systems,

V,i = V/'^ + V/'^ + . . . + V/"-'^ (R^)

This sum, by -our theory of binary systems, may be otherwise expressed as follows :

y _ mi OT„ TO^'^ m^ m„ w^^^ m„_^ w„ w^"^ ,^5 ,

'^ ~ mi + m^ ' TOg + m„ '
'

'

m^^i + m^ ' ' '

if we put for abridgement
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In this expression,

(T^)

(^^ J_ 9 J') ^'

r'('^-i) = + V 2 (m„_i + mj/"''^ +

(1)2

(-1) A^"-^)^

>-i)''

(U^.)

r^'\ . . r^" '\ being abridged expressions for the distances r^''", . .
/" ''", and

^(i)^
.
./^"~'^, being abridgements for the functions

/^*'
"^, . .

./(»-'-
")^ of these

distances, of which the derivatives, according as they are negative or positive, express

the laws of attraction or repulsion : we have also introduced 2 w — 2 auxiliary quan-

tities h^^^ g^^^
. . . U-'^~^^ g^"'~^\ to be eliminated or determined by the following equa-

tions of condition

:

and

S ^(1) — S ff(2)

along with this last condition,

and we have denoted by '^^^\
. . .

^^"'~^\ the angles which the final distances

,,(1), . . .
H«-i)^

of the first n—l points from the last or nth point of the system, make
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respectively Math the initial distances corresponding, namely, r^^^^ . . . rQ^^~^\ The
variation of the sum V^i is, by (S^.),

sv„ = + + . (Z5.)

in which, by the equations of condition, we may treat all the auxiliary quantities

h ' g- . . . A"~ ^^"~^' as constant, if H, be considered as given: so that the part

of this variation ^ V^j, which depends on the variations of the final relative coordinates,

may be put under the form.

+

(A^)

By the equations (T^.) (U^.), or by the theory of binary systems, we have, rigorously,

/8w('\2 /Sw('\2 /Sw('H2 (1) (1)

/8tt)^^^2 /8H,^^^2 /8ro^^^\2 (2) , ^ (2)

.,(»-iK2

and the rigorous law of relative living force for the whole multiple system, is

/8ra^"-'^2, /8w^"-^^2 /Sm>^"-'^2

in which

and

T,= U + H„

U = m„ (7,^/'^ + m,/'^ + . . . + m„ _ ,/" - ^)) + 2, . »^, m,/' '\

T,

•(B«.)

(50.)

(C«.)

(D«.)

+-+i(^+4){(4^;+(e^y+(^y}

We have therefore, by changing in this last expression the coefficients of the cha-
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racteristic function V, to those of its first part V^j, and by attending to the foregoing

equations,

and consequently

The general transformation of the foregoing number gives therefore, rigorously, for

the remaining part V,2 of the characteristic function V^ of relative motion of the mxil-

tiple system, the equation

and, approximately, the expression

v^2 = 2,.m,m,/'|/''''^-^jr,r. + ^;-'?'. + ^'.-c'.)}^^: • • . (h«.)

with which last expression we may combine the following approximate formulae be-

longing in rigour to binary systems only,

'^'—
8a. 'P'— 8/3.

'5^^ 8y. ' ^^ •-'

and

* =^ (L«.)

We have also, rigorously, for binary systems, the following differential equations of

motion of the second order,

f", = (m„ + mi) ^^ ; ;,", = (m„ + m,) ^^ ; C"i = {m„ + ^
.)^ ; . . (M«.)

which enable us to transform in various ways the approximate expression (H''.). Thus,

in the case of a ternary system, with any laws of attraction or repulsion, but with one

predominant mass m^, the disturbing part V^g '^^ the characteristic function V, of re-

lative motion, may be put under the form

V,2 = mi mg W, (N«.)

in which the coefficient W may approximately be expressed as follows

:

W =X{/'''^-ii^\^'2 + '''\^'2 + ^l^2)}dt, (0«.)
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or thus

:

or finally,

1 / STe,^^) ,
8 7.(2)

, „ 8t«(2) ,
St.(^)

, ^ 8te,(^)
, 8to(2)\ I

- ^3 V^i TIT + '^i Tli7 + ^1 TV + ''I T^ + ^1 "PT + ^^1 T^/-

J

In general, for a multiple system, we may put

V,2 = 2,.?«,»i,W('''^ (R'i.;

and approximately,

8/^') 8/^') 8/^'^

m)

I /. 8wW g^CO 8^(0 8„,(0 Stu^O g.^Wx [

-J, \j +^i 8?,
+''.•

8,, +s 8?,;^^

. (S«

• (T«.)

n/ J

Rigorous transit1071from the theory of Binary to that of Multiple Systems, by means of

the disturbing part of the whole Characteristic Function ; and approximate ex-

pressions for the perturbations.

21. The three equations (K".) when the auxiliary constant g^'^ is eliminated by the

formula (L^.), are rigorously (by our theory) the three final integrals of the three

known equations of the second order (M".), for the relative motion of the binary

system {m^ mj ; and give, for such a system, the three varying relative coordinates

5i rii Z,i, as functions of their initial values and initial rates of increase a^ /S^ y, a\ (B'^ y'^^

and of the time f. In like manner the three equations (F.), when g^^^ is eliminated

by (L'^.), are rigorously the three intermediate integrals of the same known differential

equations of motion of the same binary system. These integrals, however, cease to

be rigorous when we introduce the perturbations of the relative motion of this partial

or binary system {m^ fnj, arising from the attractions or repulsions of the other

points /%, of the whole proposed multiple system ; but they may be corrected and

rendered rigorous by employing the remaining part V^, <^f the whole characteristic

MDCCCXXXIV. 2 R
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function of relative motion V,, along with the principal part or approximate value V^j.

The equations (X^) (Y^.) of the twelfth number, give rigorously

18V,, 1 ^ 8V,
,

and
1 sv, sv,

m. Srj.
"1"

7M ' Si).'

1 8 V, J_ 8 V,

m. S?. m '8 T-'

m. 8 ^^i
Vi'

J_ 8_V,
2- T i^'

and therefore, by (A^),

„(0

-2„

and similarly

= ^i

] ^ 8 V,,

'«/. + '»« ^?/.

1 8 V,,

m. 8?.

1 y g V,a

m ^1 8 ?.
'

(U«.)

(W«.)

8te>W

=7- + 2,.,

8_te^) ^8V,

-^^— + rr X., i" .« -^i 3^

(X«.)

the sign of summation 2,, referring only to the disturbing masses m^, to the exclusion

of m^ and m„ ; and these equations (W^.) (X^.) are the rigorous formulae, corresponding

to the approximate relations (F.) (K".). In like manner, the formula (L''.) for the time

of motion in a binary system, which is only an approximation when the system is con-

sidered as multiple, may be rigorously corrected for perturbation by adding to it an

analogous term deduced from the disturbing part V,2 of the whole characteristic

function ; that is, by changing it to the following

:

+ 8H, (Y«.)

which gives, for this other coefficient of w'^'^, the corrected and rigorous expression

Y^)
= *-Ju/ • • (^'O

V,2 being here supposed so chosen as to be rigorously the correction of V^j. If therefore

by the theory of binary systems, or by eliminating g^"-^ between the four equations

(K''.) (L^.)? we have deduced expressions for the three varying relative coordinates

I; -/ji Z^i as functions of the time t, and of the six initial quantities a^ (B^ y^ a'^ fi'^ y\, which

may be thus denoted.
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^, = <p,K-,^„y,,<,f3',,y',,0, > (A7.)

we shall know that the following relations are rigorously and identically true,

Sto^''^ Sto^'') SK)*^'^ i,7sP\

and consequently that these relations will still be rigorously true when we substitute

for the four coefficients of w^'^ their rigorous values (X**.) and (Z''.) for the case of a

multiple system. We may thus retain in rigour for any multiple system the final in-

tegrals (A^.) of the motion of a binary system, if only we add to the initial com-
ponents a\ |3', y'; of relative velocity, and to the time t, the following perturbational

terms

:

Ki = h («i, i^i, 7i,
-

{W.)

A a'. = 2,,

.

^ ^'i = ^u

^ y\ = 2,, .
;

m, + m Sa, ?«. S«. "T" M ' la..
k n k II n i

^t 0^) _1_ SVg 1 y sv,,

-e^+ ?«^ 8/3,.
"^' m. S|3. + «„ ^' 8/3.'

and

At= -

(C^)

(D^)

(E^)

In the same way, if the theory of binary systems, or the elimination of^*^'^ between

the four equations (F.) (L^.), has given three intermediate integrals, of the form

we can conclude that the following equations are rigorous and identical,

8a)(')
) /. 9 o ^^^\ ">

8a)^'^ / 8m)^''\

T^ = 4'2(l,,>?,, ^,,«pf3., y.,^)j,

2r2

(pg
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and must therefore be still true, when, in passing to a multiple system, we change

the coefficients of w^'^ to their rigorous values (W.) (Z^.)- The three intermediate

integrals (E''.) of the motion of a binary system may therefore be adapted rigorously

to the case of a multiple system, by first adding to the time t the perturbational term

(D^), and afterwards adding to the i-esulting values of the final components of rela-

tive velocity the terms

^'^i

A Ki = 2„

m,, gtt;W

1^

• Si; '

+

n,

>k

m- 8?;

9 2V,.

8V,,

8,,,'

8V^
8?,

•

(G'.)

22. To derive now, from these rigorous results, some useful approximate expres-

sions, we shall neglect, in the perturbations, the terms which are of the second order,

with respect to the small masses of the system, and with respect to the constant 2 H,

of relative living force, which is easily seen to be small of the samje order as the

masses : and then the perturbations of the coordinates, deduced by the method that

has been explained, become

8 )); ,
8 >).

+ t-^' +t--

^P'. + V^^^' + TT^''

8 ?. 8 ?.

•^^'^ + 877^^'- +-87^^'

(H-.)

A «',. = 2„

AS', = 2,,^ (F.)

in which we may employ, instead of the rigorous values (C^) for A a'-, A ^';, A y'^, the

following approximate values :

an ^^ ,
1 8v,3

»B„ 8 a^ ""^ W7j 8 a;

JwW _1_ 8JV^
"8^ '^

^i 2/3;

To calculate the four coefficients

A y'i

'

sv„

I!i 8w^^
,

m„ 8 "'- '

8H,-

which enter into the values (F.) (D^.), we may consider V,,, by (R''.) (T^.)? ^nd by the

theory of binary systems, as a function of the initial and final relative coordinates, and

initial components of relative velocities, involving also expressly the time t, and the
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n — 2 auxiliary quantities of the form §<'')
; and then we are to consider those initial

components and auxiliary quantities and the time, as depending themselves on the

initial and final coordinates, and on H^. But it is not difficult to prove, by the fore-

going principles, that when i and ^<*) are thus considered, their variations are, in the

present order of approximation.

and
graW'

(K^)

(L^)

the sign of variation S, referring only to the initial and final coordinates ; and also

that
8"- w(') Hi_ _S2^0_ 8^

(3;8g(0 8/3'; ' 8y;Sg(0 8y';
' (Mg

(N^)

along with two other analogous relations between the coefficients of the two other

coordinates V'^ i^*^'' ; from which it follows that t and ^*-^\ and therefore a! /3' y'
, may

be treated as constant, in taking the variation of the disturbing part V^j, for the pur-

pose of calculating the perturbations (H'^.) : and that the terms involving A t are

destroyed by other terms. We may therefore put simply

employing for A ct,\ the following new expression,

A ' ^ . / /''SRC''*) ,, ,
Sa'. /^t^RihJc) ,^ -\

together with analogous expressions for A ^', A >/, in which the sign of summation 2^^

refers to the disturbing masses, and in which the quantity

(O^)

,M)_.M) , 5^/!? .^iz:^^ ,,!^^
(F.)

is considered as depending on «; (B- y^ a'^ (i\ y'. a^. jS^ y^ a'^ ^\ y\ t, by the theory of bi-

nary systems, while a'. /3'. y'. are considered as depending, by the same rules, on

a. |3. y. |. Jj. <^. and t.
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It may also be easily shown, that

SJ. loJ. 8?. 8 a'. S?. 8 a'.

(Q^.)

with other analogous equations : the perturbation of the coordinate |j- may therefore

be thus expressed,

"^
8/3' X SS. ^*~IB,Jq 8(3', '^^

rO-.^)

. (R^)

and the perturbations of the two other coordinates may be expressed in an analogous

manner.

It results from the same principles, that in taking the first differentials of these

perturbations (R''.), the integrals may be treated as constant ; and therefore that we
may either represent the change of place of the disturbed point 7«^ in its relative orbit

about m^, by altering a little the initial components of velocity without altering the

initial position, and then employing the rules of binary systems ; or calculate at once

the perturbations of place and of velocity, by employing the same rules, and altering

at once the initial position and initial velocity. If we adopt the former of tliese two

methods, we are to employ the expressions (O^.), which may be thus summed up,

' * «; «y

A(i\=l,.m,^fjR^''Ut, ^ (S^)

and if we adopt the latter method, we are to make,

.srC'^-)
«'• = 2,, . m,, / —J dt.

^(i, A)

^"•'"*X'~8^
dL

A ^'i
= 2, . m,fj -Y^dt, A (5, = - %^ . m,f^' -^j- d t,

,R(;,«A y\ = 2, . m,f^' -^ dt,A'y, = - 2, . m,^'
,8R^

sy.
dt.

(T^.)

The latter was the method of Lagrange : the former is suggested more immediately

by the principles of the present essay.
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General introduction of the Time, into the expression of the Characteristic Function in

any dynamical problem.

23. Before we conclude this sketch of our general method in dynamics, it will be

proper to notice briefly a transfoi-mation of the characteristic function, which may be

used in all applications. This transformation consists in putting, generally,

V = ^H + S, (U^.)

and considering the part S, namely, the definite integral

S=r(T + U)J^, '

(V^)
•>'

as a function of the initial and final coordinates and of the time, of which the varia-

tion is, by our law of varying action,

l^= -lidt-^^.7n{x'lx-a!la-\-y'ly-h'lb-\-z'l%-c'lc). . (W^)

The partial differential coefficients of the first order of this auxiliary function S, are

hence,

8| = -H; (X^)

iS , 8S_ , 8S

and

7n;X',, -^r = m-y\, Y7 ='nh^'i' (Y'-)

S S , 8 S J,
S , ,„»

,

j^=-m,a„jj^=:-m,b-,j^^ = -m.c, (Z^.)

These last expressions (Z''.),are forms for the final integrals of motion of any system,

corresponding to the result of elimination of H between the equations (D.) and (E.)

;

and the expressions (Y''.) are forms for the intermediate integrals, more convenient

in many respects than the forms already employed.

24. The limits of the present essay do not permit us here to develope the conse-

quences of these new expressions. We can only observe, that the auxiliary function S

must satisfy the two following equations, in partial differentials of the first order,

analogous to, and deduced from, the equations (F.) and (G.)

:

8S

and

and that to correct an approximate value Si of S, in the integration of these equations,

or to find the remaining part Sg, if

s=Si + s„ • • • • (c^O

we may employ the symbolic equation
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A _ A _i_ V _L /i^ _^ s_s _§_ ss _s_\ „s -^

which, gives, rigorously,

dS, -- -,
, ^ 1 f /SS,\2 /SS^xS /SS,\2T

ir = U-Ui + 2.2^|(^-) +(^) +(-g--) j (E^)

if we establish by analogy the definition

and therefore approximately

S,= r{V-V,)dt, ,- . (G^)
*y

the parts S^ Sj being chosen so as to vanish with the time. These remarks may all

be extended easily, so as to embrace relative and polar coordinates, and other marks

of position, and offer a new and better way of investigating the orbits and pertur-

bations of a system, by a new and better form of the function and method of this

Essay.

March 29, 1834.
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Introductory Remarks.

1_ HE former Essay* contained a general method for reducing all the most important

problems of dynamics to the study of one characteristic function, one central or ra-

dical relation. It was remarked at the close of that Essay, that many eliminations

required by this method in its first conception, might be avoided by a general trans-

formation, introducing the time explicitly into a part S of the whole characteristic

function V ; and it is now proposed to fix the attention chiefly on this part S, and to

call it the Principal Function. The properties of this part or function S, which were

noticed briefly in the former Essay, are now more fully set forth ; and especially its

uses in questions of perturbation, in which it dispenses with many laborious and cir-

cuitous processes, and enables as to express accurately the disturbed configuration of

a system by the rules of undisturbed motion, if only the initial components of veloci-

ties be changed in a suitable manner. Another manner of extending rigorously to

disturbed motion the rules of undisturbed, by the gradual variation of elements, in

number double the number of the coordinates or other marks of position of the

system, which was first invented by Lagrange, and was afterwards improved by

PoissoN, is considered in this Second Essay under a form perhaps a little more ge-

neral ; and the general method of calculation which has already been applied to

other analogous questions in optics and in dynamics by the author of the present

Essay, is now applied to the integration of the equations which determine these ele-

ments. This general method is founded chiefly on a combination of the principles of

variations with those of partial differentials, and may furnish, when it shall be ma-

tured by the labours of other analysts, a separate branch of algebra, which may be

called perhaps the Calculus of Principal Functions ; because, in all the chief applica-

tions of algebra to physics, and in a very extensive class of purely mathematical

questions, it reduces the determination of many mutually connected functions to the

search and study of one principal or central relation. When applied to the integration

of the equations of varying elements, it suggests, as is noAV shown, the consideration

* Philosophical Transactions for the year 1834, Second Part.
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of a certain Function of Elements, which may be variously chosen, and may either

be rigorously determined, or at least approached to, with an indefinite accuracy,

by a corollary of the general method. And to illustrate all these new general

processes, but especially those which are connected with problems of perturbation,

they are applied in this Essay to a very simple example, suggested by the motions of

projectiles, the parabolic path being treated as the undisturbed. As a more important

example, the problem of determining the motions of a ternary or multiple system,

with any laws of attraction or repulsion, and with one predominant mass, which was

touched upon in the former Essay, is here resumed in a new way, by forming and inte-

grating the differential equations of a new set of varying elements, entirely distinct

in theory (though little differing in practice) from the elements conceived by La-

grange, and having this advantage, that the differentials of all the new elements for

hath the disturbed and disturbing masses may be expressed by the coefficients of one

disturbing function.

Iransformations of the Differential Equations of Motion of an Attracting or Repelling

System.

1

.

It is well known to mathematicians, that the differential equations of motion of

any system of free points, attracting or repelling one another according to any func-

tions of their distances, and not disturbed by any foreign force, may be comprised in

the following formula :

l..m{x"lx+y"ly-\-z"lz)=:lV: . (1.)

the sign of summation 2 extending to all the points of the system ; m being, for any

one such point, the constant called its mass, and xy z being its rectangular coordi-

nates ; while x" y" z" are the accelerations, or second diflferential coeflSicients taken

with respect to the time, and lx,'by,l z are any arbitrary infinitesimal variations of

those coordinates, and U is a certam force-function, introduced into dynamics by La-

grange, and involving the masses and mutual distances of the several points of the

system. If the number of those points be n, the formula (1.) may be decomposed into

3 n ordinary differential equations of the second order, between the coordinates and

the time,

»hXi = f^,i »h?/i = f^i ^h-i= iT:- (2.)

and to integrate these differential equations of motion of an attracting or repelling

system, or some transformations of these, is the chief and perhaps ultimately the only

problem of mathematical dynamics.

2. To facilitate and generalize the solution of this problem, it is useful to express

previously the 3n rectangular coordinates xy z as functions of on other and more

general marks of position yii'/j^ . . . 7i^^; and then the differential equations of motion

take this more general form, discovered by Lagrange,
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d ST
dt h >)'j-

(3.)

(4.)

(5.)

in which

T=i2.m(.r'2+y2 + z'2). .......
For, from the equations (2.) or (1.),

^ r , d Ix
,
d ly

, d ^z\
-^'^'K'^TtT^.-^y-dtT^.+^d-tfVi)

^ / :^x' ,8y ,
,Ss'\ ST

T being here considered as a function of the 6 n quantities of the forms rl and ri, ob-

tained by introducing- into its definition (4.), the values

in which

and

(6.)

(7.)

,
,

^ X ,
I X

'^= "117 + ''air + ••• + &c. (8.)

A different proof of this important transformation (3.) is given in the M^canique

Analytique.

3. The function T being homogeneous of the second dimension with respect to the

quantities rl, must satisfy the condition

2T = 2.,'|^; (9.)

and since the variation of the same function T may evidently be expressed as follows,

T, , . ST
10.)^T = 2(|i.,' + -..),

we see that this variation may be expressed in this other way,

8T=J(^S1I-1I8,) („.)

If then we put, for abridgement,

ST ST

MDCCCXXXV.

(12.)
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/
and consider T (as we may) as a function of tbfe following form,

T=F(^l,t?2,
• • •^3„,'!l,'?2. • • •'?3j, (13.)

we see that

^ = Vi, . . .^-— =^' ^. (14.)

and
8_F _ ST _SF_ _ ST
Svji - ~ H'" • *8V» K^'

^^^

and therefore that the general equation (3.) may receive this new transformation,

-dt-'-^V (16.)

If then we introduce, for abridgement, the following expression H,

H = F-U = F(^i, ^^2, •• •'^3„,'?i, '!2, ••'?3„)-U(??i,^2, ••'!3„), . (17.)

we are conducted to this new manner of presenting the differential equations of

motion of a system of n points, attracting or repelling one another :

d^ _ 8H
_
d_^ _ _ ^ 1

dt ~ Sotj ' dt ~ 8))j
'

^ _ SH ^ _ SH
dt ~ 8^2' dt ~ 8^2 (A.)

'^l3n_ Ui. ^^3« _ 8H
~dT ~ ^^3»' ~^;7~ ~ ^hn

In this view, the problem of mathematical dynamics, for a system of n points, is to

integrate a system (A.) of 6 « ordinary differential equations of the first order, be-

tween the 6ti variables >j. w. and the time t ; and the solution of the problem must

consist in assigning these 6« variables as functions of the time, and of their own

initial values, which we may call e.p.. And all these 6n functions, or 6« relations

to determine them, may be expressed, with perfect generality and rigour, by the

method of the former Essay, or by the following simplified process.

Integration of the Equations of Motion, by means of one Principal Futictio??.

4. If we take the variation of the definite integral

^=X\^-'^i^-^)^' (»^-)

without varying t or dt, we find, by the Calculus of Variations,

hS=yhS'.dt, (19.)

in which

S' = 2.-|^-H, (20.)
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and therefore

SS'=2(-SJ|-^S,) (21.)

that is, by the equations of motion (A.),

§S' = 2(.4] + ^S,) = ^2.^S,; (22.)

the variation of the integral S is therefore

hS = 2{7^h},—phe), (23.)

(p and e being- still initial values,) and it decomposes itself into the following 6 n ex-

pressions, when S is considered as a function of the 6 ?t quantities ;?. e., (involving also

the time,)

_ 8_S SS
'^l "

8,,i
Pi

8S_ _ SS_

8,,^ ; P2 — ~ Se^

Sn^jPs-- Be

8S

(B.)

which are evidently forms for the sought integrals of the 6n diffei-ential equations of

motion (A.), containing only one unknown function S. The difficulty of mathema-

tical dynamics is therefore reduced to the search and study of this one function S,

which may for that reason be called the Principal Function of motion of a system.

This function S was introduced in the first Essay under the form

the symbols T and U having in this form their recent meanings ; and it is worth

observing, that when S is expressed by this definite integral, the conditions for its

variation vanishing (if the final and initial coordinates and the time be given) are

precisely the differential equations of motion (3.), under the forms assigned by La-

grange. The variation of this definite integral S has therefore the double property,

of giving the differential equations of motion for any transformed coordinates when

the extreme positions are regarded as fixed, and of giving the integrals of those dif-

ferential equations when the extreme positions are treated as varying.

5. Although the function S seems to deserve the name here given it of Principal

Function, as serving to express, in what appears the simplest way, the integrals of the

equations of motion, and the differential equations themselves ; yet the same analy-

sis conducts to other functions, which also may be used to express the integrals of

the same equations. Thus, if we put

Q=X(-2-'^¥^ + H)^^, (24.)

and take the variation of this integral Q without varying / or d t, we find, by a simi-

lar process,

lQ=:^{fll^-elp); (25.)

02
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SO that if we consider Q as a function of the 6 n quantities w. j9. and of the time, we

shall have 6 n expressions

which are other forms for the integrals of the equations of motion (A.), involving the

function Q instead of S. We might also employ the integral

V=X2--|?'^^ = 2/''^rf., (27.)

which was called the Characteristic Function in the former Essay, and of which, when

considered as a function of the 6 « + 1 quantities ;?. e. H, the variation is

l\ = l.{7n'bn-ple) -\-tlU (28.)

And all these functions S, Q, V, are connected in such a way, that the forms and

properties of any one may be deduced from those of any other.

Investigation of a Pair of Partial Differential Equations of thefirst Order, which the

Principal Function must satisfy.

6. In forming the variation (23.), or the partial differential coefficients (B.), of the

Principal Function S, the variation of the time was omitted ; but it is easy to calcu-

late the coefficient -jj corresponding to this variation, since the evident equation

dt — It ^ ^ Irt dt *^-^->

gives, by (20.), and by (A.), (B.),

if- = S'-2..|^=-H (30.)

It is evident also that this coefficient, or the quantity — H, is constant, so as not

to alter during the motion of the system ; because the differential equations of mo-

tion (A.) give

dH ^ /SH dn ,
lYid^\

rfF
= 2(-87-^ + s^^) = (31.)

If, therefore, we attend to the equation (17-), and observe that the function F is neces-

sarily rational and integer and homogeneous of the second dimension with respect to

the quantities to-., we shall perceive that the principal function S must satisfy the two

following equations between its partial differential coefficients of the first order,

which offer the chief means of discovering its form :

SS
,
„/«S 8S SS \ TT/ N 1^ + ^ (h ' 8^' • • • K;' '1' ''' ''^«) " ^ ^'^' ''' '^»^'

,

SS
,
^/8S SS SS \ IT/ N

^^^'^

17 + F
(sT;' S^' • • • SV„' ^1' ^^' • • • 'sn) = U (^1, e,,... e^^).
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Reciprocally, if the form of S be known, the forms of these equations (C.) can be

deduced from it, by elimination of the quantities e or >i between the expressions of its

partial differential coefficients ; and thus we can return from the principal function S

to the functions F and U, and consequently to the expression H, and the equations

of motion (A.).

Analogous remarks apply to the functions Q and V, which must satisfy the partial

differential equations,

SQ
, „/ SQ SQ SQ\_-^/8Q8Q SQ \

")

- T7 + ^ V^^i' "^2. • • • "^sn^ 8^' 8^' • • 8"^/ -^\l
iQ 8Q 8Q \

v8ct,' Sct,,' Sot„ /'

'§+^{p.p.
Q 8Q >(32.)

and

^ (f^' SI' • • • 8^' ^1' ^2, .
. . e3„) = H + U {€„ e^,... e^^).

j

(33.)

General Method of hnproving an approximate Expression for the Principal Function

in any Problem of Dynamics.

7. If we separate the principal function S into any two parts,

Si + S2 = S, . . . . (34.)

and substitute their sum for S in the first equation (C), the function F, from its

rational and integer and homogeneous form and dimension, may be expressed in this

new way,

/ 8S\ 8S, /£S_\ l_S^
+ ^ Vs,,; 8,,

+•• + * V8,3„y's,3^'

because

Kl)=^G|)-'^(t). (30.)

V. (35.)

and

and since, by (A.) and (B.),

(37.)
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p(i|)=i'w=:-f,=^, (38.)

we easily transform the first equation (C.) to the following,

7^ + U(.i,...3j-F(g^;,..g^,.i,...3j+F(g^,..g-^.i,...3„j, (D.)^2 8S
dt

''

which gives rigorously

S2

iS,

+/'n ni'" S')3«''^^'

8S,
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in which

and
H2= F2(!7i,!^2'---^3n>>?l5'?2'--'?3«) - ^2('Jl.^2>- •'JsJ. •

.... (42.)

the functions F^ Fg Uj Ug being such that

Fi + Fa = F, Uj + U2 = U ; . . . . (43.)

the differential equations of motion (A.) will take this form,

dt~^1S^'^^^.'dt— ^r,. dr,.'
......... {^.)

and if the part H2 and its coefficients be small, they will not differ much from these

other differential equations.

It
~ S^.' dt ^ g^^

;..........••..(, .)

so that the rigorous integrals of the latter system will be approximate integrals of

the former. Whenever then, by a proper choice of the predominant term Hj, a

system of 6 ti equations such as (H.) has been formed and rigorously integrated,

giving expressions for the 6 n variables ^; to^- as functions of the time t, and of their

own initial values e^ p^, which may be thus denoted

:

^i = (pi{t,e^,e.^,..e^,„Pi,j)2,-.psn), (44.)

and

^i = -^i{t,e^,er,,..e^,„p^,p.;,,..p^,); (45.)

the simpler motion thus defined by the rigorous integrals of (H.) may be called the

undisturbed motion of the proposed system of n points, and the more complex motion

expressed by the rigorous integials of (G.) may be called by contrast the disturbed

motion of that system ; and to pass from the one to the other, may be called a Pro-

blem of Perturbation.

9. To accomplish this passage, let us observe that the differential equations of un-

disturbed motion (II.), being of the same form as the original equations (A.), may

have their integrals similarly expressed, that is, as follows

;

Si being here the principalfunction of undisturbed motion, or the definite integral

Si=X(2.-'^-hO^^ (46.)

considered as a function of the time and of the quantities ;?; a- I" lil^^ manner if we

represent by Sj + S.^ the whole principal function of disturbed motion, the rigorous

integrals of (G.) may be expressed by (B.), as follows :

-.= 8^ + 87' Pi = -Y^- J7,
^^-^
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Comparing the forms (44.) with the second set of equations (I.) for the integrals of

imdistm-bed motion, we find that the following relations between the functions (p, Sj

must be rigorously and identically true :

''^i = <Pi
\t> ^u (^2, -es„,-Yf,' -¥/,' -T^J' • •

(^'^•>

and therefore, by (K.), that the integrals of disturbed motion may be put under the

following forms,

We may therefore calculate rigorously the disturbed variables ;?j by the rules of un-

disturbed motion (44.), if without altering the time /, or the initial values e,- of those

variables, which determine the initial configuration, we alter (in general) the initial

velocities and directions, by adding to the elements pi the following perturbational

terms,

» 8 Sn . So . bg /HIV
^Pi = jf,'^P2 = J7^-- ^P^n = F^J (M.)

a remarkable result, which includes the whole theory of perturbation. We might

deduce from it the differential coefficients V,, or the connected quantities zir^, which

determine the disturbed directions and velocities of motion at any time t ; but a

similar reasoning gives at once the general expression,

SS. , / ,
SS,

,
SS„

,
SSA ,,,

,

'^e = ^- + ^i i^. ^u ^2, e„„Pi+fj^,P2-\-f^;,---P3n + ^J> (N.)

implying, that after altering the initial velocities and directions or the elements p. as

before, by the perturbational terms (M.),vve may then employ the rules of undisturbed

motion (45.) to calculate the velocities and directions at the time t, or the varying

quantities i?., if we finally apply to these quantities thus calculated the following new

corrections for perturbation

:

Anr, = —, Act., = ^-^, . . Ato-„„ = 5

—

- (O.)

Approximate expressions deducedfrom theforegoing rigorous Theory.

10. The foregoing theory gives indeed rigorous expressions for the perturbations,

in passing from the simpler motion (H.) or (I.) to the more complex motion (G.) or

(K.) : but it may seem that these expressions are of little use, because they involve an

unknown disturbingfunction S2, (namely, the perturbational part of the whole princi-

pal function S,) and also unknown or disturbed coordinates or marks of position ;?,

However, it was lately shown that whenever a first approximate form for the princi-

pal function S, such as here the principal function S^ of undisturbed motion, has been

found, the correction S^ can in general be assigned, with an indefinitely increasing
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accuracy ; and since the perturbations (M.) and (O.) involve the disturbed coordi-

nates /;. only as they enter into the coefficients of this small disturbing function Sj, it

is evidently permitted to substitute for these coordinates, at first, their undisturbed

values, and then to correct the results by substituting more accurate expressions.

1 1 . The function Sj of undisturbed motion must satisfy rigorously two partial dif-

ferential equations of the form (C), namely,

>
(P-)

8&1 „ /SSi 8S, \ TT ^ \ I

17 + Fi Vs^' • • •

n;i' ^1' • • • ^3„; = Ui {e„
. . . e,J ;

J

and therefore, by (D.), the disturbing function Sj must satisfy rigorously the following-

other condition

:

#=u. (.,.
•

',.)- fX^. • • ^.. '.. %..)+ KJf .
• it: '" • • "-)• '*'

and may, on account of tlie homogeneity and dimension of F, be approximately ex-

pressed as follows

:

S2=X{u,(.„...3J-F,(|f,..g^^,.„...3„)].Z^, . . . (R.)

or thus, by (I.),

that is, by (42.),

^2=-£ii2dt ' (T.)

In this expression, Hg is given immediately as a function of the varying quantities

rj. VT., but it may be considered in the same order of approximation as a known func-

tion of their initial values e. p. and of the time t, obtained by substituting for >i. m.

their undisturbed values (44.) (45.) as functions of those quantities; its variation

may therefore be expressed in either of the two following ways :

lU, = ^(^-^ln+'-^l^), (48.)

or

in,= 2(^-^le + '-^lp)+'-^U (49.)

Adopting the latter view, and etfecting the integration (T.) with respect to the

time, by treating the elements e. p^ as constant, we are afterwards to substitute for

the quantities p. their undistui'bed expressions (39.) or (I.), and then we find for the

variation of the disturbing function S2 the expression

MDCCCXXXV. P
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which enables us to transform the perturbational terms (M.) (O.) into the following

approximate forms

:

-p,=-x"-E:'"+^-i^.x'-^''^' w
and

^-, = 2-Si/'^*'". f^-)

containing only functions and quantities which may be regarded as given, by the

theory of undisturbed motion.

12. In the same order of approximation, if the variation of the expression (44.) for

an undisturbed coordinate tj. be thus denoted,

^'. = >' + A>^ + ^'>')' ("'

the perturbation of that coordinate may be expressed as follows :

A,^= S.^Ap; (W.)

that is, by (U.),

»„ I/OAp?, = '1; y^'SH, 8,. ptiw ^
at

+ \lp, le,^ ^ Sp, 8^1 8.,
-^ • • • ^

8^3,^ 8.,8.3J^o 8^, ^ . (53.)

+
1; 8^ S, \ ^ Si

+ 8r,„ 8e, + ...+^^)X'^<i*.

Besides, the identical equation (47.) gives

8^, Sp, 8.,8e, + dp, de^Se,'^- ' ' "^ ip.^^ le,&e^

the expression (52.) may therefore be thus abridged,

A;?,

-^'-^f'-^dt + ... + pLrl^dt, I

(53.)

(X.)

and shows that instead of the rigorous perturbational terms (M.) we may approxi-

mately employ the following,

^r>,= -f:'-^^i'> (Y.)

in order to calculate the disturbed configuration at any time t by the rules of undis-
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turbed motion, provided that besides thus altering the initial velocities and directions

we alter also the initial configuration, by the formula

^'i=f!^dt (z.)

It would not be difficult to calculate, in like manner, approximate expressions for the

disturbed directions and velocities at any time t ; but it is better to resume, in an-

other way, the rigorous problem of perturbation.

Other Rigorous Theory of Perturbation, founded on the properties of the disturbing

part of the constant of living force, and giving formula; for the J^ariation of Ele-

ments more analogous to those already known.

13. Suppose that the theory of undisturbed motion has given the 6n constants

e. /?. or any combinations of these, x.^^, a^, . . . x,^^, as functions of the 6n variables

ri. Ts. and of the time t, which may be thus denoted

:

''''i

= Xi
{t,

>?i5 '725 • •
'^a,,' ^v ^2' • • ^zt)' (54.)

and which give reciprocally expressions for the variables ;?. bt. in terms of these ele-

ments and of the time, analogous to (44.) and (45.), and capable of being denoted

similarly,

''^i
= ^i (*> ^'O «25 • • • ^'6 J' "^i

= '^i (.*> "l' «2. • • • ^-6 J ' • • • • (55.)

then, the total differential coefl5cient of every such element or function «., taken with

respect to the time, (both as it enters explicitly and implicitly into the expressions

(54.),) must vanish in the undisturbed motion ; so that, by the differential equations

of such motion (H.), the following general relation must be rigorously and identically

true

:

= ^+2(^^^-^Y^) (56.)

In passing to disturbed motion, if we retain the equation (54.) as a definition of the

quantity «., that quantity will no longer be constant, but it will continue to satisfy

the inverse relations (55.), and may be called, by analogy, a varying element of the

motion ; and its total differential coefficient, taken with respect to the time, may, by

the identical equation (56.), and by the differential equations of disturbed motion

(G.), be rigorously expressed as follows :

^".= 2ai5_!!;iH,)
at ^()r]8CTSTO-8)]/ '

14. This result (A^) contains the whole theory of the gradual variation of the ele-

ments of disturbed motion of a system ; but it may receive an advantageous trans-

formation, by the substitution of the expressions (55.) for the variables ^. w. as func-

tions of the time and of the elements ; since it will thus conduct to a system of 6 w

p2
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rigorous and ordinary differential equations of the first order between those varying

elements and the time. Expressing, therefore, the quantity H2 as a function of these

latter variables, its variation i H^ takes this new form,

SH2 = 2.^S« + ^-^^^, (57.)

and gives, by comparison with the form (48.), and by (54.),

~5 — -6 . J 5 ; J „ — ^ . ""J • 5, „ ; 100.

)

ori K rj oy o k o ^ ^ '

and thus the general equation (A^.) is transformed to the following,

in which

«,• , = 2
/6k. 8x^ Sx. 6x\

\"S7 1^ "" "8^ "8^ / ^ -^

SO that it only remains to eliminate the variables ;; kt from the expressions of these

latter coefficients. Now it is remarkable that this elimination removes the symbol t

also, and leaves the coefficients » ^ expressed as functions of the elements x alone, not

explicitly involving the time. This general theorem of dynamics, which is, perhaps,

a little more extensive than the analogous results discovered by Lagrange and by

PoissoN, since it does not limit the disturbing terms in the differential equations of mo-

tion to depend on the configuration only, may be investigated in the following way.

15. The sign of summation 2 in (C^), like the same sign in those other analogous

equations in which it has already occurred without an index in this Essaj^, refers not

to the expressed indices, such as here /, s, in the quantity to be summed, but to an

index which is not expressed, and which may be here called r ; so that if we intro-

duce for greater clearness this variable index and its limits, the expression (C.) be-

comes
;« / Sx. 8x 8 X. 8x \

(^ ,—'-,—' X^j : 59.)

and its total differential coefficient, taken with respect to the time, may be separated

into the two following parts,

^^ " " "
" > (60.)

3« /8^^ Sx^ _ j^- ^ 8x^\
I+

'^(^)l Ki^^dt dr,^ 8ot^ dt irij' J

which we shall proceed to calculate separately, and then to add them together. By

the definition (54.), and the differential equations of disturbed motion (G.),

2

dtd^ it\
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in which, by the identical equation (56.),

S t S t!T izT rtt)lV8)] 8c7 Sot iv) / '

we have therefore

(62.)

3n, 3n f /S ;

^ (64.)

and — ^ may be found from this, by merely changing ? to * : so that

±!^ =

^ 3«,3«j-,Sx^ yx. _S«. S-^x^ xgHg /^''i
^'^ ^^ ^'>^,' \8Ha

(r, u)i,il.VS))S'S3' Sct StjSw Sct/ S)) \S)) 8>) Sot S>)S») Sot/Sot

\ S >) SiiT^ S >)^ 2ct-^/ S rj^^ 8 ot^ \ S i\^ 8
»)^^

S ))^ 8 rj^y 8 OT^^ S OT^ J
'

and similarly,

(r) iVSot. rf^ S))^ iTjT^dt S))^/

^ 3.,3»j-.Sx^ 8^«. _ 8x. 8-^x xgH /S>c. S^x^ _ Sx^. S-^H. xsH,
I

(r,i()l>l L V^'^r ^''(1 ^''r
^

''''r
^

''«
^

''r
^ '^ VS OT Sot 8))^ Sot 8ot S>)^,/ 8 »)^^

'

\ '''

\Sot^8>]^^ 8ot^ ^flj ^'^„^'!,- ^^ '''', ^'°^,j
^'"'r

^'^,'^ ^ Ik ^
'')•-'

Adding, therefore, the two last expressions, and making the reductions which pre-

sent themselves, we find, by (60.),

T^a. =2 (A "x
—

= + B -^

—

-), (D'.)

in which

(u) 3n /8x, 8-Xan/ox^, 0-x. Sx. 8-2
)<^ Sx. 8'

(OiVSjjSotSot SjjSot?— '^-A- • = 2 ,
^

fz.) „3«,8«. 8'

Sot Si

8x. S«,

:).

!, i (r) 1 \S OT^ S») S »)^ Sot^ SrjSv) S)) SrjSra- 8>)S»)8ot/

(66.)

and since this general form (D'.) for -j-.a^^ contains no term independent of the dis-

turbing quantities -g—^, -g^^, it is easy to infer from it the important consequence

already mentioned, namely, that the coefficients a^^,, in the differentials (B'.) of the

elements, may be expressed as functions of those elements alone, not explicitly in-

volving the time.
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It is evident also, that these coefficients a, j have the property

%i=-%s, (67.)

and
a,.,. = 0; (68.)

the term proportional to -g

—

- disappears therefore from the expression (B'.) for-jj-;

and the term

8 Ha S H, . S Hj d,c,

h X; '> 5 Ox. t X: at

destroys the term

H^ 8 H, . 8 Ha
in

dt

when these terms are added together ; we have, therefore,

S-^tJ^O. (E'-)

or
^H.2 _ 8 Ha
^r-"8T' c^ •)

that is, in taking the first total differential coefficient of the disturbing expression H2
with respect to the time, the elements may be treated as constant.

Simplification of the differential equations ivhich detennine these gradiially varying

elements, in any problem of Perturbation ; and Integration of the simplified equations

by means of cet^tain Functions of Elements.

16. The most natural choice of these elements is that which makes them corre-

spond, in undisturbed motion, to the initial quantities e^ p-. These quantities, by the

differential equations (H.), may be expressed in undisturbed motion as follows,

'^='^-xy^'^'' ^^="'+>c''-H
'^'^ ^'^-^

and if we suppose them found, by elimination, under the forms

ei = 1i+ ^i (t, fli, n-i, n-in^ »1, -^0, . . . ^sn).

:;!
(70.)

Pi = '^i + "*; {t, ^1, '!25 • • '-^Sn^ ^1' ^2' • • • ^3n)j '

it is easy to see that the following equations must be rigorously and identically true,

for all values of
-/i^

ts-,

= ^e (0, m, yi2, • %„, ^1, ^o, ... %„), 1

r (71-)= *".
(0, ?;„ n^, ... ilsn, ^1, ^2' • • • ^3«)- J

When, therefore, in passing to disturbed motion, we establish the equations of defi-

nition.
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X.. = n^ + O; {t, m, n-i, .. . %„, «^i, ^2, . . . ra-^J,

(72.)
X; = ^i + ^j (^, ;7i, »725 • • • 'Jin, ^="15 ^25 • • • ^Zt),

'

introducing 6 « varying' elements Ki \, of which the set \- would have been represented

in our recent notation as follows :

A; = ;S3n + ,-; (/3.)

we see that all the partial differential coefficients of the forms _J, _^, _J, _J, vanish

when # = 0, except the following

:

1:^=1,1^=1; (74.)
)jj or,-

and, therefore, that when t is made = 0, in the coefficients O/^,, (59.), all those coeffi-

cients vanish, except the following :

But it has been proved that these coefficients a,^ ^, when expressed as functions of

the elements, do not contain the time explicitly ; and the supposition ^ = introduces

no relation between those 6 ?t elements x^ K^, which still remain independent : the co-

efficients a,-,, therefore, could not acquire the values 1,0, -1, by the supposition

t = 0, unless they had those values constantly, and independently of that supposition.

The differential equations of the forms (B^.), may therefore be expressed, for the pre-

sent system of varying elements, in the following simpler way

:

rf7
- 8a. ' -^- 8x. ' ^^ •'

and an easy verification of these expressions is offered by the formula (E'.), which

takes now this form,

^\^K df ^ i\ dtj
^ ^^ -^

17. The initial values of the varying elements x^ X^ are evidently f;/?;, by the defi-

nitions (72.), and by the identical equations (71.) ; the problem of integrating rigo-

rously the equations of disturbed motion (G.), between the variables
>ji

w- and the

time, or of determining these variables as functions of the time and of their own

initial values C; p^, is therefore rigorously transformed into the problem of integrating

the equations (G^.), or of determining the 6 « elements x^ Ki as functions of the time

and of the same initial values. The chief advantage of this transformation is, that if

the perturbations be small, the new variables (namely, the elements,) alter but little :

and that, since the new differential equations are of the same form as the old, they

may be integrated by a similar method. Considering, therefore, the definite integral

B=J^'{^.X^-^-U.^dt, (76.)
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as a function of the time and of the 6n quantities x^, «2; • • • %«? ^i5 f2> • • • ^sn? ^^^

observing that its variation, taken with respect to the latter quantities, may be shown

by a process similar to that of the fourth number of this Essay to be

hE = lCkh>c-ple), (r.)

we find that the rigorous integrals of the differential equations (G^.) may be ex-

pressed in the following manner :

8 E 8 E ,jT, N

^i = J^.' Pi =-J7^ ^^-^

in which there enters only one unknown function of elements E, to the search and

study of which single function the problem of perturbation is reduced by this new

method.

We might also have put

c=£{-2.J-^ + n,)dt, (77.)

and have considered this definite integral C as a function of the time and of the 6 n

quantities \ pi ; and then we should have found the following other forms for the in-

tegrals of the differential equations of varying elements,

«.= +TC.'. = -l7, (LM

And each of these functions of eletJients, C and E, must satisfy a certain partial differ-

ential equation, analogous to the first equation of each pair mentioned in the sixth

number of this Essay, and deduced on similar principles.

18. Thus, it is evident, by the form of the function E, and by the equations (K^.),

(G\), and (76.), that the partial differential coefficient of this function, taken with

respect to the time, is

^ = ^!-2-^4l=-H.;. (M..)

and therefore that if we separate this function E into any two parts

El -f- E2 = E, (N^)

and if, for greater clearness, we put the expression H2 under the form

H2 = H,, {t, y.„ K,_,... ;.3„, Xi, X2, . . . ?.3J, (01.)

we shall have rigorously the partial differential equation

^ 8E, , 8E0
, TT /. 2E,

,
SE2 8 El .

8E.,x

which gives, approximately, by (G'.) and (K'.), when the part Ej is small, and when

we neglect the squares and products of its partial differential coefficients,

^ iEa
,

SEi
, „ , 8E, SEA .^, .
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Hence, in the same order of approximation, if the part E^, like the whole function E,

be chosen so as to vanish with the time, we shall have

and thus a first approximate expression Ej can be successively and indefinitely cor-

rected.

Again, by (L^) and (G^.), and by the definition {77-),

8C d C —.SCc^A. __ /"Qi N

T7 = 77 - -^ • IX 77 = ^2 ' ^^-^

the function C must therefore satisfy rigorously the partial differential equation,

T7 = ^2 ( ^. g^> • • • 877^. ^1. • • • '^sn) : (T'O

and if we put

C = Ci + C2, (Ui.)

and suppose that the part C2 is small, then the rigorous equation

becomes approximately, by (G'.) and (L'.),

dl

and gives by integration,

c.=/'{-¥? + H,0,|^;,. ,.|;5.,.„. ..,„.)},,. . . . . (x.)

the parts Cj and Cg being supposed to vanish separately when t = 0, like the whole

function of elements C.

And to obtain such a first approximation, Ej or C^, to either of these two functions

of elements E, C, we may change, in the definitions (76.) (77-), the varying elements

X, K, to their initial values e, p, and then eliminate one set of these initial values by

the corresponding set of the following approximate equations, deduced from the for-

mula (Gi.)

:

^i = ^i+fo"^'^*-' • •
•• (^•)

and

^,=p,-r'-^dt (ZK)

It is easy also to see that these two functions of elements C and E are connected

with each other, and with the disturbing function S.^, so that the form of any one

may be deduced from that of any other, when the function Sj of undisturbed motion

is known.

MDCCCXXXV. Q
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Analogousformulaefor the motion of a Single Point.

19. Our general method in dynamics, though intended chiefly for the study of

attracting and repelling systems, is not confined to such, but may be used in all

questions to which the law of living forces applies. And all the analysis of this

Essay, but especially the theory of perturbations, may usefully be illustrated by the

following analogous reasonings and results respecting the motion of a single point.

Imagine then such a point, having for its three rectangular coordinates x y z, and

moving in an orbit determined by three ordinary differential equations of the second

order of forms analogous to the equations (2.), namely,

^=1^5/= "8^; ^" = "87; (78.)

U being any given function of the coordinates not expressly involving the time : and

let us establish the following definition, analogous to (4.),

T = |Gr'2+y2 + ^'2), (79.)

x' y z' being the first, and x" y" z" being the second differential coefficients of the

coordinates, considered as functions of the time t. If we express, for greater gene-

rality or facility, the rectangular coordinates x y zas functions of three other marks of

position ;?! ri^ rii, T will become a homogeneous function of the second dimension of

their first differential coefficients
;?'i /I2 '^'3 taken with respect to the time ; and if we

put, for abridgement,

8T ST 8T

T may be considered also as a function of the form

T = F (^1, ra-2, ^3, J7i, j;2, JJa), • (81.)

which will be homogeneous of the second dimension with respect to Wj wj ^-3. We
may also put, for abridgement,

F (tsTj, TiT2, 7^3, ;!i, ;j2, 7i.^
- U (>?i, >,,, n^) = n ; . (82.)

and then, instead of the three differential equations of the second order (78.), we may

employ the six following of the first order, analogous to the equations (A.), and ob-

tained by a similar reasoning,

^ _ 8H ^ _ ,

8H ^3 _ ,

S_H "I

' > (83.)

dt StJi' dt fi'jja' dt ^13' J

20. The rigorous integrals of these six diflTerential equations may be expressed

under the following forms, analogous to (B.),

SS SS 8S -)

'^' ''^ '''
\ (84.)

_ 1^ _ M _ S_S j

^ '

Pi—~te' P2—~ie^' P3—~des' J
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in which e^ e^ e^ p^ p^ p^ are the initial values, or values at the time 0, of
p^i n2 'is

ro-j T!T2 BTg ; and S is the definite integral

S=X(-U-| + -2'-| + -3^3-H)rf.. (85.)

considered as a function of
?ji ;?2 '^3 ^i ^2 % ^^^ ^- 1'he quantity H does not change

in the course of the motion, and the function S must satisfy the following pair of

partial differential equations of the first order, analogous to the pair (C),

ss

,

^/8S 8S SS \ XI f ^ I+ F Vs^' -S7,' S^' ^1' ^2. ^sj = U {e„ e,, ^3).
J

(86.)

This important function S, which may be called the principalfunction of the motion,

may hence be rigorously expressed under the following form, obtained by reasonings

analogous to those of the seventh number of this Essay

:

s = Si+X{-'^ + u(.....3)-F(|f;,||,||,.....3)}^0

,
/^' /ss ss, SS SS, ss ss, \,,

I

^^'''

Si being any arbitrary function of the same quantities ^j rj^ n,>, Sj e^ e-^ t, so chosen as

to vanish with the time. And if this arbitrary function Sj be chosen so as to be a

first approximate value of the principal function S, we may neglect, in a second ap-

proximation, the second definite integral in (87.).

21. A first approximation of this kind can be obtained, whenever, by separating

the expression H, (82.), into a predominant and a smaller part, Hj and Hg, and by

neglecting the part Hg, we have changed the differential equations (83.) to others,

namely,

^, _ m,^ dr^ _ SJH^ d^ _ S_Hi "1

di ~ Sot,' dt ~ 8^2' dt ~ Swg' I

dzT, _ _ SH, d^_ _ SH, d^_ _ l^ I

dt S)j, ' dt ~~ Sjjg' dt Srjg'J

and have succeeded in integrating rigorously these simplified equations, belonging to

a simpler motion, which may be called the undisturhed motion of the point. For the

principal function of such undisturbed motion, namely, the definite integral

„ />« / 8 H,
,

8 H,
,

8 H, „ \ -

(89.)

considered as a function of
??i ^2 >?3 ^i e^ % t, will then be an approximate value for the

original function of disturbed motion S, which original function corresponds to the

more complex differential equations,

q2
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dt ~~
8c7i + 8wi' dt ~ Swg "f" Swg' dt ~ Swg "*" Swg'

|

d^_ lHj__yH^ d^_ _lH,_rH^ d^__lH^_lH^
\

dt ~ S>!i 8.)i' dit ~ 8.J2 S>i2' c?/
"~

8>j3 8%'J

The function Sj of undisturbed motion must satisfy a pair of partial differential

equations of the first order, analogous to the pair (86.) ; and the integrals of undis-

turbed motion may be represented thus,

s s, 8 s, as,
sy^ i^. ^^— , Too — ^5 I a>-y — ^^ , j

'''
''' ''' >......... (91.)

gg .. .. r V /

Pi=-I7:

"12 " "13 I

_ 8S, _ ^.
I— ~^e.' Ps Se,' J

while the integrals of disturbed motion may be expressed with equal rigour under the

following analogous forms.

8S,, 8S, 8S 8S, _S_S, 8_S,
]

^1 = H + H' ^^2 = 8^ + -87^. ^"3 - g,3 + S,3' I

8S, SS^ _ 8_S, SSa __8S, 8_S2
j

(92.)

if S2 denote the rigorous correction of Sj, or the disturbing part of the whole principal

function S. And by the foregoing general theory of approximation, this disturbing

part or function Sg may be approximately represented by the definite integral (T.),

%=-f^'ll,dt; (93.)

in calculating which definite integral the equations (91.) may be employed.

22. If the integrals of undisturbed motion (91.) have given

JJi = <Pi
{t, ei, ^2, 63, p^, P2, Pi),

~\

};2 = <p2 {t, ei, e^, 63, Pi, P2, Pi), > (94.)

'?3 = 'Ps {t, ^l» ^25 ^3, Pi, Pi, Pi), J
and

^^ = -^Pi
{t, ei, 62, 63, Pi, fo, p^,~\

'="2 = "4^2 (^J ^15 ^25 «3» Pis JP2J i'a)? /* (^5-)

^i = -^S {t, ^1> ^2, ^3, Pi, P2, Pi), J

then the integrals of disturbed motion (92.) maybe rigorously transformed as follows,

/. ,
SS2

,
8S2

,
8Sa 1

y,^ = <p, [t, ei, e^, e„ p^ -\, ^^, p^ + g^, ^3 +8^3)' j

' Sg , 8 S2 ,8 S2\ I

'?2 = ^2 {t, ^1, eo, e.i,pi + g^^ 7^2 + y^'' Pi'^ li)' \ • • • (^^'^

/
, 8S, , 8S2

,
8Sa

'Ja = ^3 \t, ei, e., 63, Pi + -g^', 7^2 + 8 'e,^ Pi + llj^ j
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and
SSa

, ,
/, ,882, 8S2

, SS^X
'^i = g^ + ^1 [t, ^1, e„ e„p, + jy^,P2 + YT,' P^ + f^J'

^^2 =
FT;; + ^2 (^. ^1, ^2, ^S^i'l + 8^, P2 + 8^, ?3 + l^),

^^3 = 8^ + 4-3 (^> ei, ^2, e„p, + 5—, ;>2 + g— , P3 + 8^j,

(97.)

S2 being here the rigorous disturbing function. And the perturbations of position, at

any time t, may be approximately expressed by the following formula.

dt 1

(98.)

together with two similar formidse for the perturbations of the two other coordinates,

or marks of position ^2^ ijy In these formulae, the coordinates and Hj are supposed

to be expressed, by the theory of undisturbed motion, as functions of the time t, and
of the constants e^ e^ ^3 jOj f^ Pi-

23. Again, if the integrals of undisturbed motion have given, by elimination, ex-

pressions for these constants, of the forms

ey = nx + ^1 {t, ill, 'i2> ^3> ^v ^2> ^3)5 1

^2 = '?2 + *2 (^5 'JlJ '?25 'JSJ ^15 W2> ^3)5 > (99).

^3 = 'Ja + *3 (^> >^l> '?2> '?35 ^15 ®25 %), J
and

;?! = 7!7i + "4^1 {t, m, J?2J '?3J '^D ^^2^ ^3)» T

^2 = ^^2 4- '*'2
{(> ''IV ^2> '?3J '^IJ ^2> ^3), >

P3 = '^3 + "^3 {*, "15 ''^2^ ^3, ^1, ^2> ^s) ; J

and if, for disturbed motion, we establish the definitions

»i = '^i + *I^i (t,
^i, ni, ^735 ^15 ^2, ^3)5 1

(100.)

and

»2 = '?2 + *^2 (^J 'JlJ '?2> "35 ^15 ®'25 ^3)5 >

«3 = '?3 + *3 (^5 '^IJ '?25 ''^3> ^l, ^25 ^3)5 J

Xj = 571 + "*"!
('5 '?!> '^25 n^, ^l, ^2^ ^3)^ 1

^2 = ^2 + '^"2 {f} ^V '?25 ^3> '^li '^2> '^3)} y

7^3 = ra-3 + *"3 (t, riy, ri^, 71^, cvj, th^, ^^
; J

(101.)

(102.)

we shall have, for such disturbed motion, the following rigorous equations, of the

forms (94.) and (95.),

5Jl = ?>! {t, Xy, «2, Jf3, ^1, >^25 h)>

(p2 {t, Ky, Z^, «3, Xj, X2, X3), 1 (103.)

^3 = ?3 (^^ ''U H^ «3J ''^-IJ ^^25 ^-3)5 J
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and

;;1

OTj = -vfi {t, »i, «25 ^^35 "^i, h> h)>

^2 = -4^2 i^y «i5 «2> >^3^ hr h^ h)^ > (104.)

^3 = '4'3 (t, «1> ^25 ^3» ^1> ^2' ^3) ; J

and may call the quantities «i »2 ^3 ^1 ^2 ^3 ^^^ ^ varying elements of the motion. To

determine these six varying elements, we may employ the six following rigorous equa-

tions in ordinary differentials of the first order, in which Hg is supposed to have been

expressed by (103.) and (104.) as a function of the elements and of the time :

~dt ~ Sx, ' lit ~ IX"' ~dt ~ SXo

'

I

I (105.)^ _ _ sHg ^2 _ _ sj^ ^3 _ _ ru^
I

diJ ~ 8x, ' dt ~ 8x2' ^if ~ 8xg ' J

and the rigorous integrals of these 6 equations may be expressed in the following

manner.

_8E _SE _rE "1

''I - 8x1' ^2- 8x2' ^3 — 8x3' I

8E 8E 8E
7^1 = - 8^, P2=- 8^-- 7^3 = - 8^. j

j>
. . . . . . (106.)

the constants e-^ e^ e^ py jOj P3 I'etaining their recent meanings, and being therefore the

initial values of the elements x-^ »2 «2 ^1 ^2 ^3 ? while the function E, which may be

called thefunction of elements, because its form determines the laws of their variations,

is the definite integral

^=/:{>^^'-^+>"-'^+^''^ -»')"'' ('»•)

considered as depending on z^ x.^ x^ e^ e^ e^ and t. The integrals of the equations (105.)

may also be expressed in this other way,

. 8C ,
8C

,
8C "i

^1 = + 8X' ^'2 = + 81^' ^-3 = + ST3' I

> (108.)
8_C _ 8_C _ SC
^Pi'

^2 — -
8^),' ^3 — -

8pg»_ J

C being the definite integral

^=-X(^^^^ + ^-^^ + ^3^^-H2)^^, (109.)

regarded as a function of Ky K2 K^ p^ p2 Pi and t : and it is easy to prove that each of

these two functions of elements, C and E, must satisfy a partial differential equation

of the first order, which can be previously assigned, and which may assist in disco-

vering the forms of these two functions, and especially in improving an approximate

expression for either. All these results for the motion of a single point, are analogous

to the results already deduced in this Essay, for an attracting or repelling system.
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Mathematical Example, suggested by the motion of Projectiles.

24. If the three marks of position rii n^ I3 of the moving point are the rectangular

coordinates themselves, and if the function U has the form

U=-^^3-4K-('!i' + '?2') + ''''?3'}' (HO.)

g, (jij, V, being constants ; then the expression

is that which must be substituted in the general forms (83.), in order to form the^

diflFerential equations of motion of the first order, namely,

dt ^1' df
^

"2' dt
JI3 __,

9 d'^i
\ (112.)

-.2,3.
J

These differential equations have for their rigorous integrals the six following,

and

n^ = gj cos wt \- — sm i^xi t.

>,.;^
= e.^cosi^t + ^smiJjt,

n^ = 63 cos V t -\- — smvt — \ vers c t,
j

(113.)

TO-j = jOj COS (Lt —
i/j

e^ sin [Jj t, T

m.2 = P2 cos (Lt — (/je2 si'^
i"*

^5 I

©•3 =
2^i cos vt— ( 1* 63 + ) sin f # ; I

gj 6-2 63 /*! PiPi being still the initial values of ri-^ ri^ r^ ^1 ^"2 '^s-

Employing these rigorous integral equations to calculate the function S, that is, by

(85.) and (110.) (HI.), the definite integral

^=r(--L^:^l±^ + l^)dt,

we find

+ 5 {/'i' + j^a'
-

i^^ (ci' + ^2')} COS 2 ^ < - § ^ (^i/^i + e^p^) sin 2 f*
f

i{;^3' - ("^3 + fy}cos2v/-^ (.63 + ^)7^3 sin 2. #,

(114.)

(115.)

(116.)

and

U =
Ij,

- 1 {7,^2 +^^2 +^^2 + ^2 (,^2 + ^^2) + (,^3 + f)'}

+ i {i'l^ + Pi - l^^ (ei^ 4- ea^) } cos 2 f* ^ - ^ ^ (ej pi + 63 Pa) sin 2 ^ #

+ i {p^^ - ^3 + f)'} cos 2 . < - J (^ ^3 + f) P3 sin2 . « ;

> (117.)

and therefore,
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>(118.)

In order, however, to express this function S, as supposed by our general method, in

terms of the final and initial coordinates and of the time, we must employ the analo-

gous expressions for the constants p^ p2 Ps, deduced from the integrals (113.), namely,

the following : _ ^y,^-^e,cos,j,t
Pi~ sin If. t

'

_ l^ri^- I*
e^ cos IX, t

P2~ sin fi iJ
'

Ps

+ f-0^^ + f)

(119.)

and then we find

2v*-> — o .,2 "r o • tan jx ^ ' Q J.- ^ {ri^ Ci + n., e^) tan -^ - ^ {yi^ + f)
{e^ + f) tan ^.

J

This principalfunction S satisfies the following pair of partial differential equations

of the first order, of the kind (86.),

^+i{(lf)'+(lf)'+G!)'}=-^'»-'^(v+'^^)-^A

ii+i{(if)'+(if)'+(ifr}=-^^3-*(.'+..^)-4^3^j

and if its form had been previously found, by the help of this pair, or in any other

way, the integrals of the equations of motion might {by our general method) have been

deducedfrom it, under the forms,

1

(120.)

(121.)

and

cfj =— = /«-
(?!i
— Cj) cotan /«, # - jU- ^1 tan ^,

©2 = g— = /^ ('?2 — ^i) cotan [/. t — //j e^tan -^,

^3 = 1^ = 1- (^3 - 63) cotan vt - (^ 63 + Y) tan ^,

jOi= -Iy = i/.{>]^
— e^) cotan iMt + i^>] I tan ^,

j?2 = — gj- = |(* (>?2 — ^2) cotan ^t-\- (i^riitan-^,

(122.

(123.

^3=-g-| = K5;3-e3)cotan^^+ ("% + f) t^^^Y'

the last of these two sets of equations coinciding with the set (119.), or (113.), and

conducting, when combined with the first set, (122.), to the other former set of inte-

(114.).
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25. Suppose now, to illustrate the theory of perturbation, that the constants fi, v

are small, and that, after separating the expression (111.) for H into the two parts,

Hl = 4K2 + t^^22 + ^^32)+g•;^3, (124.)
and

H2 = i{f/;^(V + '?2'-)+^''!3n, (125.)

we suppress at first the small part Hj, and so form, by (88.), these other and simpler

differential equations of a motion which we shall call undisturbed:

(fro,
(126.)

These new equations have for their rigorous integrals, of the forms (94.) and (95.)

and
'^1 = ^1+ P\ t, '?2 = '^2 + P2 t, ?73 = 63 + P3 if — \gfi,

^l=Pl, ^2=P2, ^^='Pi- g*-^

and the py^'mcipalfunction S^ of the same undisturbed motion is, by (89.),

+ ^2^ + )diri^jdt

or finally, by (127.),

(127.)

(128.)

(129.)

(130.)

This function satisfies, as it ought, the following pair of partial differential equa-

tions,

8S,
+im+m^m

(131.)

ge^:.

And if by the help of this pair, or in any other way, the form (130.) of this principal

function Sj had been found, the integral equations (127.) and (128.) might have been

deduced from it, by our general method, as follows

:

8S,

S_S, iia — e,

'2-8^,- t

8S, I3— ^3 -^st.

MDCCCXXXV.
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and

P'i
=

Pz =

a_Oi _ li - ^1

8^1 ~~ t

SSj _ );2 — gg

8e,
"~

if

(133.)

the latter of these two sets coinciding with (127), and the former set conducting to

(128.).

26. Returning now from this simpler motion to the more complex motion first

mentioned, and denoting by 83 the disturhing part or function which must be added

to Sj in order to make up the whole principal function S of that more complex mo-

tion ; we have, by applying our general method, the following rigorous expression

for this disturbing function,

S,= -XH...+X'i{(if)'+(t)- + (ff)'}<^. . (.34.)

in which we may, approximately, neglect the second definite integral, and calculate

the first by the help of the equations of undisturbed motion. In this manner we find,

approximately, by (125.) (127.),

and therefore, by integration.

{e^+p-,t-igfi)\ (135.)

S„: \ {f.2 (e^2 + ,2) + ,2 ,2} ^ _ i {^2 (g^ p^ + e^^^) 4. ,2
,^ ^J ^2 ]

{l^HPi'-VP2') + '^{p,'-ge,)}fi+^^^gp,t^-^^^^g' iS
J

\ (136.)

or, by (133.),

S, = -^ ivi^ + ^1 'Ji + e^ + n.? + e^n2 + e/)

'^{n,' + e,n, + e.^^-^g{,, + e,)f-+}^g^t*'} :

J

(137.)

the error being of the fourth order, with respect to the small quantities (j,, i>. And

neglecting this small error, we can deduce, by our general method, approximate forms

for the integrals of the equations of disturbed motion, from the corrected function

S^ + S2, as follows :

^1 - S,,, + S,,, - t 3 VI + 2 ^1/'

> . (138.)

8S, _ >i3 - g3 _L „ , tl(+ 8,3- t
'i^f- 3 \ '^3 + 1^3+i^^O' .
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and

^'.= -11-11 =^+^^3+^4 ^ (^39.)

or, in the same order of approximation,

''ii = ey + pi t - ^ [j."^ fi (ei -\-yPi 0'
]

r,2 = e._-\-p2t-~^.'^f-{e, + -^p.,t), y . . (140.)

^73 = ^3 + B ^ - YS" ^' - T "' ^' (^3 + 4 /'a ^ - Y^^g
i'),

= ft - ^ ^ - "^ n^3 + -^^3 ^

(141.)

Accordingly, if we develope the rigorous integrals of disturbed motion, (113.) and

(114.), as far as the squares (inclusive) of the small quantities /// and i^, we are con-

ducted to these approximate integrals ; and if we develope the rigorous expression

(120.) for the principal function of such luotion, to the same degree of accuracy, we

obtain the sum of the two expressions (130.) and (137.)-

27. To illustrate still further, in the present example, our general method of suc-

cessive approximation, let S3 denote the small unknown correction of the approximate

expi-ession (137-), so that we shall now have, rigorously, for the present disturbed

motion,

S = Si + S2 -f S3, (142.)

Sj and S2 being here determined rigorously by (130.) and (137). Then, substituting

Sj + S2 for Sj in the general transformation (87.), we find, rigorously, in the present

question,

s.=-Xi{G|-r+6f'y^+(l|f}</.

+f:i{m-+(!^y-+oi-"
(143.)

and if we neglect only terras of the eighth and higher dimensions with respect to

the small quantities (j,, v, we may confine ourselves to the first of these two definite

integrals, and may employ, in calculating it, the approximate expressions (140.) for
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the coordinates of disturbed motion. In this manner we obtain the very approximate

expression,

360 (4 ;;i2 + 7>lie, + 4e,^ + 4n.^ + 7>l2^2 + 4^ ^I)

v" XT if
5

-^{^i' + TQ-^^'^ + '^' + '' + TG^^'^-^'")

~
945 V^ + 16 ''a ^3 + ^3 ;

-
^Us^O 725760

which is accordingly the sum of the terms of the fourth and sixth dimensions in the

development of the rigorous expression (120.), and gives, by our general method,

correspondingly approximate expressions for the integrals of disturbed motion, under

the forms

(144.)

and

=^1-5^ + 8.,, + dn,'

_ SS_ 8S, 8S_3

_ SS, 8S, 8S3
'3

S,,3 + 8y)3
"•"

8.I3'

_ _ SSj _ SSg _ 8S3

Pi — de, 8 £•> 8 ^1

(145.)

8 S, 8 So

P2=-
8S,

Ps-

(146.)

28. To illustrate by the same example the theory of gradually varying elements,

let us establish the following definitions, for the present disturbed motion.

(147.)
PSj = J7l — Wj t, X,.2-= no — '^tt} ^3 = ''3 "" ^^3 ^ ~ "o" ^ ^"'

Xj = t3-j, X2 = BT2, ^3 = ^a ~i" o ^5

and let us call these six quantities «i k^ k^ Aj Xj X3 the varyhig elements of that motion,

by analogy to the six constant quantities e^ e, 63 pi p^ p>,, which may, for the un-

disturbed motion, be represented in a similar way, namely, by (127.) and (128.),
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li — ^1 1,

Pi = P3 = ^3-h.

1

"o"to
(148.)

We shall then have rigorously, for the six disturbed variables rj^ >j.^ f;.^ ts^ ot.^ 73-3, ex-

pressions of the same forms as in the integrals (12/.) and (128.) of undisturbed

motion, but with variable instead of constant elements, namely, the following

:

>?1 = *1 + ^1 ^5 'Ja = ^2 + ^2 f; '^3 = '^3 + h^

^1 = h^ rarg = ^25 '^3 = h — gf'

"2 ^^^
(149.)

and the rigorous determination of the six varying elements «i >c., x,^ Aj Xg ^3? as func-

tions of the time and of their own initial values e^ e.^ e-^ p^ p.^ pj,, depends on the in-

tegration of the 6 following equations, in ordinary differentials of the first order, of

the forms (105.):

8H.3

8x,
,«/2 t («i -I- Xj t),

0.

(150.)

and

ITt

8H,

It
H.

- F^- («i 4- ^1 0,

- ^2 (;,,^ + X, 0,

H2 being here the expression

(151.)

(152.)

which is obtained from (125.) by substituting for the disturbed coordinates rj^ rn %
their values (149.), as functions of the varying elements and of the time. It is not

difficult to integrate rigorously this system of equations (150.) and (151.) ; and we
shall soon have occasion to state their complete and accurate integrals : but we shall

continue for a while to treat these rigorous integrals as unknown, that we may take

this opportunity to exemplify our general method of indefinite approximation, for all

such dynamical questions, founded on the properties of the functiom of elements C
and E. Of these two functions either may be employed, and we shall use here the

function C.

29. This function, by (109.) and (152.), may rigorously be expressed as follows

:
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(153.)

and has therefore the following- for a first approximate value, obtained by treating

the elements x.^ «2
''-i

^1 ^2 ^3 ^^ constant and equal to their initial values e^ e^ e^ p^ PiPs,

^'^gPs + ^'^'g' \

J

;i54.)

In like manner we have, as first approximations, of the kind expressed by the ge-

neral formula (Z^), the following results deduced from the equations (151.),

k^=p.^-(i,'^{e.^t-\-\p^f),

^,=P,-^'{e,t-^\p,t^-^gi'),

(155.)

_l

and therefore, as approximations of the same kind.

p,t

-^Pit
^2 - Pi

(156.)

^3 = - ^ /'s ^ + -6 S * TT- J

Substituting these values for the initial constants e^ e^ e^ in the approximate value

(154.) for the function of elements C, we obtain the following approximate expres-

sion Ci for that function, of the form supposed by our theory

:

.--h{ i\-pj + {K2-p.^' . {>^3-P3.+
}

4 { (^1 ~ Pi) Pi + (^2 - P2) Vi + (^3 - Pi) {p.s -^s^)\

24 { ^' ^P^ + P'l) + "Vs' }
- 1^ *^ gPi^-^^Q ^' g^-

> (157.)

The rigorous function C must satisfy, in the present question, by the principles of the

eighteenth number, the partial differential equation,

^ = ^{(l^+M)'+(^ + M)l + ^G^ + M-i..f ;(..«.)

and if it be put under the form (U^),

C = Ci + c„

Ci being a first approximation, supposed to vanish with the time, then the correction

C2 must satisfy rigorously the condition
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In passing to a second approximation we may neglect the second definite integral,

and may calculate the first by the help of the approximate equations (155.) ; which

give, in this manner.

= -Yi(^i-pi)' + (^2-P2r + ih-p^n ! • (160.)

+ 2i ^l^^Pi ih - Pi) + H^^Pi (^2- P2) + '"'Pi ih - Ps)

}

- S ''g (h -Pi) +£3 ^^'P' + ^'P^' + ''P'^

~ 240 " & ft + 945 '' S

We might improve this second approximation in like manner, by calculating a new

definite integral C3, with the help of the following more approximate forms for the

relations between the varying elements X^ Xg X^ and the initial constants, deduced by

our general method

:

8C1 8c,_ vzPi/, , ^i!£ , i^\ ill ( . > Ef. _i_
i^\ -]^1— ^Pi~ ^Pi~ ~ f^2^ V^

*
6 "+" 24 / 2 V* "^ 12 "•" 60/'

SC, 8C,_ A,-;,,/ <^ ^\ iP,(. ,tL^,l^\ \^2—-
8^^ ~dp^—~ i^^t V '^ 6 "I" 24 / ~ 2 \^ "1"

12 "•" 60 /'
I

v'^t V^ "f" 6 "*" 24/ ~ 2 V^
"*"

12 "T" (JO/P3 ^P3

^ 6 V ^ tic ^40/
in which we can only depend on the terms as far as the second order, but which

acquire a correctness of the fourth order when cleared of the small divisors, and give

then

^i=-Pi-''t{e,^\p,t-^gfi)+^,U^{e,^\p,t-^gfi)

1

> . (162.)
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(163.)

But a little attention to the nature of this process shows that all the successive cor-

rections to which it conducts can be only rational and integer and homogeneous

functions, of the second dimension, of the quantities 7.^ X^ X3 p^ p^ p^ g, and that they

may all be put under the following form, which is therefore the form of their sum,

or of the whole sought function C ;

C = IM-' a^ (Xj - p,Y + h^p, (Xi - p,) + f.2 c^p^2

+ 1^"^ % {^2 - Pif + *^P2 (^2 - P'^ + F'^ (:^P2

+ v-^a, (X3 - p-iY + b,p^ (X3 - P3) + v^ c,p,^

+ lg{-^,-p,)^''Kgp, + ^'ig\

the coefficients a a„ &c. being functions of the small quantities ^, v, and also of the

time, of which it remains to discover the forms. Denoting therefore their differen-

tials, taken with respect to the time, as follows,

da^ = a'^dt, da, = a',dt, kc, (164.)

and substituting the expression (163.) in the rigorous partial differential equation

(158.), we are conducted to the six following equations in ordinary differentials of

the first order

:

2 a\ = (2 «, + ^-^ ty-, h\ = (2 a, + .2 t){b, + t); c\ = i (6, + 0"

f\ = (2 «, + ^2
1) (I -\fi); h\ = {b, + t) (/ - ^

along with the 6 following conditions, to determine the 6 arbitrary constants intro-

duced by integration.

t); c\=^{b, + ty-,

I 165.)

2 ' /o — 6
^

J, - (166.)

In this manner we find, without difficulty, observing that a^ b^ c^ may be formed

from a, b^ c, by changing v to f*,

a^ = — ^v'-t — \v cotan v t, a^= —
^fj^^ t — \(/. cotan //-

1,'

tan TT,

(167.)

The form of the function C is therefore entirely known, and we have for th\^func-

tion of elements the following rigorous expression.

b, = - t-^^ian '-^, b^ =
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2 fx. tan jK. ^ 2 V tan v ^

- 4 {(^1 - i«l)' + {^2 - IhY + (\. - Pzf}

- t {Pi (h - Pi) + Po ih - Pi) + PZ (^3 - Pi) }

+ TT {?i (^1 - T'l) + P2 (^2 - ^^2)} tan -^ + - p^ (X3 - ;>3) tan ^
> (168.)

- y (i'l- + i'2- + Pi) + 7 (Pi' + P2^) tan^ + y ;>32 tan y

+ (4- - 7: + V cotan ^ ^ ) g- (/V3 - b) + (4- - T tan ^) gp,

+ V27 ~ "6 - 2~v
*^o*^^ ' V » '

which may be variously transformed, and gives by our general method the following

systems of rigorous integrals of the differential equations of varying elements, (150.),

(151.)

8C

8_C

^P2

^2 - P2

ftsin/x^

l^t

iLt

(169.)

_ ^3 -ft Ps

and
u^^3 vamvi, V 2 "^ V Vsin » ^ V /' J

^1 = sT; = - (^1 - ?i) (^ + 7 cotan^ ^ ) + i?i (- ^ + -^ tan '^),

^'2 = 8i;=- (^2-F2) + 7C0tanf.#)+;^2(-# + ^tan^^),

""s = sT: = - (^3 - /'s) y + -J
cotan j- # ) +^,3 (^- # + 1 tan y)

( t- \ t \
+ ^W ~ "? + T ^°*^^

" V '

M170.)

that is.

and

Xj = j3j cos |!// < — e^ lO, sin |M- ^,

^2 ^^ P2 *^os f/t- ^ — e.^fjj sin
f/!/

/,

A3 =
J93 cos f ^ — 63 c sin i* ^ + ^ ( ^ — "7 sin )/ # j, |

«i = Cj (cos |!A if + jU/ ^ sin jU/ <) + jOi ( — sin [iit — t cos ^ t),

^2 = ^2 (cos yj t -\- (h t &in
i^

t) + J92 (~ sin !«, ^ — # cos /«, ^),

X3 = eg (cos V ^ + '' ^ sin c ^) +^93 (— sva.v t — t cos f ^ )

'

+9-
(vers V f i .-7 sm v #

071.)

(172.)

MDCCCXXXV.
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Accordingly, these rigorous expressions for the 6 vaiying elements, in the present

dynamical question, agree with the results obtained by the ordinary methods of inte-

gration from the 6 ordinary differential equations (150.) and (151.), and with those

obtained by elimination from the equations (113.) (114.) (14/.).

Remarks on the foregoing Example.

30. The example which has occupied us in the last six numbers is not altogether

ideal, but is realised to some extent by the motion of a projectile in a void. For if

we consider the earth as a sphere, of radius R, and suppose the accelerating force of

gravity to vary inversely as the square of the distance r from its centre, and to be
T}2

= g at the surface, this force will be represented generally by ^—r ; and to adapt

the differential equations (78.) to the motion of a projectile in a void, it will be suffi-

cient to make

U=^R2(^-^) . . . .
-

(173.)

If we place the origin of rectangular coordinates at the earth's surface, and sup-

pose the semiaxis of -j- z to be directed vertically upwards, we shall have

r = V(R + ^y + ^' + y% • (174.)

and

V = -,.+l^-i^±^, (175.)

neglecting only those very small terms which have the square of the earth's radius

for a divisor : neglecting therefore such terms, the force-function U in this question

is of that form (110.) on which all the reasonings of the example have been founded ;

the small constants
f*,

v, being the real and imaginary quantities v r ' V ~R^'

respectively. We may therefore apply the results of the recent numbers to the

motions of projectiles in a void, by substituting these values for the constants, and

altering, where necessary, trigonometrical to exponential functions. But besides the

theoretical facility and the little practical importance of researches respecting such

projectiles, the results would only be accurate as far as the first negative power (in-

clusive) of the earth's radius, because the expression (110.) for the force-function U
is only accurate so far ; and therefore the rigorous and approximate investigations of

the six preceding numbers, founded on that expression, are offered only as mathe-

matical illustrations of a general method, extending to all problems of dynamics, at

least to all those to which the law of living forces applies.

Attracting Systems resumed: Differential Equations of internal or Relative Motion;

Integration hy the Principal Function.

31. Returning now from this digression on the motion of a single point, to the

more important study of an attracting or repelling system, let us resume the differen-

tial equations (A.), which may be thus summed up :
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dtin = l(dnl^-dn^h'^); (A2.)

and in order to separate the absolute motion of the whole system in space from

the motions of its points among themselves, let us choose the following marks of

position

:

S.7n.r S .my S .m z /i -/. \

"^" = -2^' ^'1 = ^^' ^" = -^^' (1^6-)

and
ii=Xi — x^,f]^=yi — y,„'Ci = Zi-z^; (177-)

that is, the 3 rectangular coordinates of the centre of gravity of the system, referred

to an origin fixed in space, and the 3n—3 rectangular coordinates of then— 1 masses

m^ mg . . . TO„_ 1, referred to the nth mass m^, as an internal and moveable origin, but

to axes parallel to the former. We then find, as in the former Essay,

+ i 2, . m (r^ + ^" + ^') -^ { (2; • »* iT + (2, . m nT + (2; .
m ^on,

the sign of summation 2^ referring to the first n — 1 masses only ; and therefore,

T

(178.)

0,2-,2 7n{{$:v'J +GyJ +(s«'J j

If then we put for abridgement,

(179.)

,
1 8T ,

1 ST
C

Sm

.mt;
''""

TO 8?' ~ •=> 2m
we shall have the expression

H = i (^'„2 + y'-i + z\f) 2 Wi + 1 2^ . TO (X' 2 + y<^ + 2'^2)

(180.)

(B2.)

} . (c^.)

,^ ^^^ {(2, . m x',)2 + (2, . TO3/',)2 + (2, . m ;2',)2} - U,

of which the variation is to be compared with the following form of (A2.),

dtl\i= (dx^;bx\,— dx\;6x^^+ dy^^y\^ - dy\,ly,i+ dz,,U\,- dz'i,hz,)^m

+ 1,.m(dllx\ - dx\h^+ d-^^y\- di/\h+ dZ,h z',- dz\hQ,

in order to form, by our general process, 6 n diflferential equations of motion of the

first order, between the 6 n quantities x^^yn z^^ x'„ ?/,/ z'
,, In^ x\y\ z\ and the time t. In

thus taking the variation of H, we are to remember that the force-function U de-

pends only on the 3 w — 3 internal coordinates ^riZ,, being of the form

s2
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U = m„ (mi/i + ^2/2 + . . . + w„_ i/„_ i)

+ mj mg/, 2 + »h m^A.^ + • • • + »»„ _ 2 »*« - 1 /« - 2,™ 1,} •

^^'-^
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may comprise the differential equations of relative motion in the following simplified

formula,

in which

H = i 2 . m (ar'2 + 3/'2 + z'^) +^ { (2 . m .t')2 + (2 . m y'f- + (2 . m z'Y} - U. (F^.)

And the integrals of these equations of relative motion are contained (by our gene-

ral method) in the formula

1^ = ^ .vi{alll-a!la+y'ln- b'l^ + z'ir^- c'lry), . . (G^.)

in which a (B y a b' c' denote the initial values of | ?? ^ <r' ?/' z', and S is the principal

Junction of relative motion of the system ; that is, the former function S, simplified by

the omission of the part which vanishes when the centre of gravity is fixed, and which

gives in general the laws ofmotion ofthat centre, or the integrals of the equations (181 .).

Second Example : Case of a Ternary or Multiple System with one Predominant Mass

;

Equations of the undisturhed motions of the other masses about this, in their seve-

ral Binary Systems ; Differentials of all their Elements, expressed by the coeffi-

cients of one Disturbing Function.

32. Let us now suppose that the w — 1 masses m are small in comparison with the

rtth mass M ; and let us separate the expression (F2.) for H into the two following parts.

Hi

- {^\ ^2 + y\ y\ + ^'i ^'2 - M/, 2) + . .

.

(W.)

M

M

of which the latter is small in comparison with the former, and may be neglected in

a first approximation. Suppressing it accordingly, we are conducted to the following

6n — 6 differential equations of the 1st order, belonging to a simpler motion, whicli

snay be called the undisturbed

:

dt — m Bs' — V^ + M/ "^
' (It

— ~ m 8|

^-J.yL-/', , ^^,/ ^'_ ±!iii
dt~m Sy — V "•" M/^ ' dt — ~

771 8»)

^-Li:^-(^ ji^\^< d~-'

dt — m 8s' — V^
"•" M/^ ' dt

These equations arrange themselves in n— \ groups, corresponding to the n— I

binary systems {m, M) ; and it is easy to integrate the equations of each group sepa-

rately. We may suppose, then, these integrals found, under the forms,

« = x^'^ (t, I n, ^, *', y, z'), V = %(4) {t, s, ;, z, x', y, ^');

^ = X^'^ (i, ^, n, I, x', y', z'), T = x(^) {t, I, -1, K, ^^', y', ^'h [ • • (K2.)

^ = X(') {t, I, ^, ^, x', y', z'), ^ = x^^) {t, I n, ^, x', y', z'),

m 8? 8?-

(F.)
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the six quantities xl.ihvr u being constant for the undisturbed motion of any one

binary system ; and therefore the six functions %(i), )^-^\ x^^\ %^*^ X^^\ x!-^\ or z, X, (j.,

V, r, 0), being such as to satisfy identically the following equation,

^ = "^8l + 8|T^~S^' Sf +8,1 Sy ~8y S, +8? Ss' 8z'S?>- ^*^-'

with five other equations analogous, for the five other elements X, /t,, f, r, «, in any one

binary system {m, M).

33. Returning now to the original multiple system, we may retain as definitions

the equations (K^.), but then we can no longer consider the elements %. X.
f/,.

d. t. iw. of

the binary system (w., M) as constant, because this system is now disturbed by the

other masses m^ ; however, the Qn — Q equations of disturbed relative motion, when

put under the forms

H,
,
8H2 da^ 8 Hi 8H2

dt — S.r' + 8^ ' '" dt— 8? 8? '

</;;
~ 8y + Sy ' "* rf^

"*
8,, 8,) '

^_8_H, SHg ^^tZs' 8 Hi SH3

(M2.)

'"
d;^
— 82' ^ 82' ' "" dt— 8? 8? ^

and combined with the identical equations of the kind (L^.), give the following simple

expression for the differential of the element x,, in its disturbed and variable state,

dK Sx8H» ^8_H2 S^SJHg liL ^Jlg , lii LS Iji SJig ,^2 \

^^~dt—lj Sx' ~ 8.r' 8? + 8., 8y 8y 8,, + 8? tz> 82' 8? ' ' ^^^ •''

together with analogous expressions for the differentials of the other elements. And

if we express | jj ^ a?' 3/' z', and therefore H2 itself, as depending on the time and on

these varying elements, we may transform the 6n — 6 differential equations of the

1st order, (M^.), between ^ 9j Z, s' y' z' t, into the same number of equations of the

same order between the varying elements and the time ; which will be of the forms

dK , ^ 8 H2
, , 1

8 H2
, ,

SH^ J^2 , r 1 ^ ^2
"^ rfT = ^^' ^^ ~8T + ^^' ^^ ~s7 + {^' "^ ~S7" + {''' '^ "8^ + {'''' ^^ ~8^

'^^
f, i^i^^.r. i^H, ^.^ i^H^,,^ n^H, 8H2

^v ^ 8 Ha
, ^ ^

8 H,
, ^ T

8 Ho
, ^ 1

2 H„ 8 H^
-dJ = {^ ''^ IT- + ^'' ^> TT + {"' /^>V + {^' ^> TT + {"' "^ T^'

d-^ , 8 H2
, ^ ,

8 Ha
, ^ ,

S Ha
, ^ i

^ Ha
,

, 8 Ha
T? = {^, ^} TT + {^' ^> Tl" + {^' f^> T^ + {^' ^> TT + ^'•' ^} T^'

d £0 8 Ho ^ 1 Ha
, ,

8 Hg 8 Ha , , ^ H,

(02.)
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8X 8 x8a 8x8x
(P2.)

jf we put, for abridgement,

{x,X}— gjg^ gy gj + g^gy — gy 8,

and form the other symbols {«,!«'}, {?t,x},&c., from this, by interchanging the letters.

It is evident that these symbols have the properties,

{X,k} = - {!c,X},{>c,z} =0; (184.)

and it results from the principles of the 15th number, that these combinations {«, X},

&c., when expressed as functions of the elements, do not contain the time explicitly.

There are in general, by (184.), only 15 such distinct combinations for each of the

n — 1 binary systems ; but there would thus be, in all, 15 n — 15, if they admitted

of no further reductions : however, it results from the principles of the 16th number,

that 12 n - 12 of these combinations may be made to vanish by a suitable choice of

the elements. The following is another way of eflfecting as great a simplification, at

least for that extensive class of cases in which the undisturbed distance between the

two points of each binary system (m, M) admits of a minimum value.

Simplification of the Differential Expressions by a suitable choice of the Elements.

34. When the undisturbed distance r of m from M admits of such a minimum q,

corresponding to a time r, and satisfying at that time the conditions

r' = 0,r">0, (185.)

then the integrals of the group (P.), or the known rules of the undisturbed motion of

m about M, may be presented in the following manner :

f^
=^ (^'^ + y^ + ^'^) - M/(r)

;

tan

'-£ V M +
dr m)

^{2fc + oM/(r)-(l + 5)^}

V + sm' 1
x?r-l _ y^

' \/2Ax — X^ Jg
V ~w

dr

the minimum distance q being a function of the two elements x,
i^,

whicl must satisfy

the conditions

2f. +2M/(<?) - (l + I) ^ = 0, M/ {q) + (l + 5) ^>0; . (186.)

and sin" ' s, tan" ^t, being used (according to Sir John Herschel's notation) to ex-
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press, not the cosecant and cotangent, but the inversefunctions corresponding to sine

and cosine, or the arcs which are more commonly called arc (sin = *), arc (tan = t).

It must also be observed that the factor •;^7^, which we have introduced under the

signs of integration, is not superfluous, but is designed to be taken as equal to posi-

tive or negative unity, according as <;? r is positive or negative ; that is, according as

r is increasing or diminishing, so as to make the element under each integral sign

constantly positive. In general, it appears to be a useful rule, though not always

followed by analysts, to employ the real radical symbol >/R only for positive quan-

tities, unless the negative sign be expressly prefixed ; and then —r= will denote posi-

tive or negative unity, according as r is positive or negative. The arc given by its

sine, in the expression of the element u, is supposed to be so chosen as to increase

continually with the time.

35. After these remarks on the notation, let us apply the formula (P^.) to calculate

the values of the 15 combinations such as {;£, X}, of the 6 constants or elements (Q®.).

Since

r= ^(i2 + ^2_|_^2)^ (187.)

it is easy to perceive that the six combinations of the 4 first elements are as follows

:

{z,-k} = Q, {>t,^) = 0, {z,v} = Q, {k,iL} = 0, {K,v} = 1, {iL,v} = Q. . (188.)

To form the 4 combinations of these 4 first elements with r, we may observe, that

this 5th element r, as expressed in (Q^.), involves explicitly (besides the time) the

distance r, and the two elements >c, ^h ; but the combinations already determined

show that these two elements may be treated as constant in forming the four combi-

nations now sought ; we need only attend, therefore, to the variation of r, and if we

interpret by the rule (P^.) the symbols {}i,r} {X,r} {f*,
r} {v,r}, and attend to the

equations (P.), we see that

{z, r] = 0, {-k, r] = 0, {(ju, r} = -
^^, {»,r} = 0, (189.)

-^^ being the total differential coefficient of r in the undisturbed motion, as determined

by the equations (I'.) ; and, therefore, that

{k,t} = 0, {\7} =0,U,r} = 0, (190.)

and
8t dr dt dr

{^,r}=-^.j-^=+^^j-^ = \: (191.)

observing that in differentiating the expressions of the elements (Q^.), we may treat

those elements as constant, if we change the dififerentials oil'/i^x'y' z' to their undis-

turbed values. It remains to calculate the 5 combinations of these 5 elements with

the last element &> ; which is given by (Q^.) as a function of the distance r, the coor-

dinate ^, and the 4 elements z, X, /*, f ; so that we may employ this formula,

{e,^} =^{e,r} + ^-{e,Q + j^{e,K} +^{e,-K} +^{e,i.} +^{e,v}, (192.)
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{e,

(193.)

(194.)

(19.5.)
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in which, if e be any of the first five elements, or the distance r,

{e,r} = - - (^Ig^ + »? sy + fej' {^^ = -
S7' ^^'^} = 0,

1j1 — l^Jt\~^ lUL— ^Sjo Stu _

the formula (192.) may therefore be thus written:

We easily find, by this formula, that

{k,(o] — — \; {k,co} =Q; {^,u} =0; {r,u} =-^~; . . . (196.)

and

{i.,«.} = -gjg^-g^ = (197.)

The formula (195.) extends to the combination {t, u] also; but in calculating this

last combination we are to remember that t is given by (Q2.) as a function of », //,, r,

such that

It dt

rr=-dr' (198.)

and thus we see, with the help of the combinations (196.) already determined, that

St loi 8 pr 8 x.r

{r,^} = -g--g^ = g-y^ 0,rfr + g^y^n,rfr, (199.)

if we represent for abridgement by 0, and H, the coefficients of rfr under the integral

signs in (Q^.), namely,

^ ' M + OT xn -^
«. = \/H^;fe{v + 2M/(.)-M^.S}

(200.)

a-7^\/-M-7^|2p + 2M/(r)--3^.^j
-J

These coefficients are evidently connected by the relation

8e m
xr + T^ = ^'

• • (201.)

which gives

J^X®rdr+-^fJ,^rdr = 0, (202.)

r, being any quantity which does not vary with the elements « and |U, ; we might
therefore at once conclude by (199.) that the combination {t,u} vanishes, if a diffi-

MDCCCXXXV.
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ciilty were not occasioned by the necessity of varying the lower limit q, which de-

pends on those two elements, and by the circumstance that at this lower limit the

coefficients ©^ H^ become infinite. However, the relation (202.) shows that we may

express this combination {r, »} as follows

:

i-'-}=T^X^'®rdr-i--^f;'a^dr, (203.)

r, being an auxiliary and arbitrary quantity, which cannot really affect the result,

but may be made to facilitate the calculation ; or in other words, we may assign to

the distance / any arbitrary value, not varying for infinitesimal variations of sc, ^,

which may assist in calculating the value of the expression (199.). We may there-

fore suppose that the increase of distance r — g* is small, and corresponds to a small

positive interval of time t — t, during which the distance r and its differential coeffi-

cient r' are constantly increasing ; and then after the first moment r, the quantity

0, = ^ (204.)

will be constantly finite, positive, and decreasing, during the same interval, so that

its integral must be greater than if it had constantly its final value ; that is,

t-r=JJ Q^dr>{r-q)(d^ (205.).

Hence, although ©^ tends to infinity, yet (r — q) ©^ tends to zero, when by dimi-

nishing the interval we make r tend to q ; and therefore the following difference

f;a,a,-'^^,f:B,,r = ^f;{^-^)s.dr,. . (206.)

will also tend to 0, and so will also its partial differential coefficient of the first order,

taken with respect to
f*.

We find therefore the following formula for {r, u), (re-

membering that this combination has been shown to be independent of r,)

{t, &;}

the sign ,. _ implying that the limit is to be taken to which the expression tends

when r tends to q. In this last formula, as in (199.), the integral^ Q^dr may be

considered as a known function of r, q, k, [Jj, or simply of r, q, x, if {/^ be eliminated

by the first condition (186.) ; and since it vanishes independently of x when r = ^, it

may be thus denoted :

J^Q^dr = <p{r,q,x) -(piq,q,z), (208.)

the form of the function (p depending on the law of attraction or repulsion. This

integral therefore, when considered as depending on a and jU<, by depending on x

and g, need not be varied with respect to x, in calculating {t, »} by (20/.), because
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its partial differential coefficient \j^J Q^dr), obtained by treating q as constant,

vanishes at the limit r = q; nor need it be varied with respect to q, because, by (186.),

Sx"^ M <f V = 0; (209.)

it may therefore be treated as constant, and we find at last

{r,«y}=0, (210.)

the two terms (199.) or (203.) both tending- to infinity when r tends to q, but always

destroying each other.

36. Collecting now our results, and presenting for greater clearness each combi-

nation under the two forms in which it occurs when the order of the elements is

changed, we have, for each binary system, the following thirty expressions :

{x, X] = 0, {k, jO-} = 0, {k, v} = 0, {x, t} = 0, {x, »} = - 1, -|

{X, k} = 0, {X,
fj.}
= 0, {X, v} = 1, {X, r} = 0, {X, a} = 0,

{fA, »} = 0, {[/., X} = 0, {fju, c} = 0, {.«,, r} = 1, {;!/., a,} = 0,

{v, k} = 0, {v, X} = — I, {v, fi} = 0, {y, t} = 0, {v, &>} = 0,

{t, z} = 0, {r, X} = 0, {t, /«,}=—], {r, v] = 0, {r, u} = 0,

{a>, z} = 1, {CO, X} = 0, {«, (Jt,} = 0, {a>, v} = 0, {u, r} = ;

SO that the three combinations

{^,r} {a>,z} {X,,}

are each equal to positive unity ; the three inverse combinations

{r,^} {«,&;} {v,X}

are each equal to negative unity ; and all the others vanish. The six differential

equations of the first order, for the 6 varying elements of any one binary system

(R2.)

{m,
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If we choose to introduce into the expression (T^.), for S Hg, the variation of the

time t, we have only to change Ir to Ir — lt, because, by (Q^.), 1 1 enters only so

accompanied ; that is, t enters only under the form t — r,, in the expressions of

s
}j. ^. ^'. y. z'. as functions of the time and of the elements ; we have, therefore,

^^=-2^^=-2.^f.'; . (211.)

and since, by (H^.), (Q2.),

Hi = 2.W(a, (212.)

we find finally,

dt -~ It ^^ '>

This remarkable form for the differential of Hj, considered as a varying element,

is general for all problems of dynamics. It may be deduced by the general method

from the formulse of the 13th and 14th numbers, which give

^H, _ 8 Ha .^ /8 Hi 8 xi _ S H, g xA , , SJ^ ^ /SJi, 8^ _ SJI^ 8^\ 1

dt 8x, V8>)Sot 8ot 6))/~''"~^8x6„ V8>) Sot Sot Sj)/ I

r (21a.)

_ SHg Sx,
, SJT^ 8x2, ,

S_H2^ _ _ 8_H2 I

Sxj 8i!
"^ 8x2 8i!

"^ "^
8x6„ Si! Sit

' J

«j «2 . . »g ^ being any 6 n elements of a system expressed as functions of the time and

of the quantities yi^ss; or more concisely by this special consideration, that Hj + Hg is

constant in the disturbed motion, and that in taking the first total differential coeffi-

cient of H2 with respect to the time, the elements may by (Pi.) be treated as constant.

It is also a remarkable corollary of the general principles just referred to, but one not

difficult to verify, that the first partial differential coefficient ^ of any element «„

taken with respect to the time, may be expressed as a function of the elements alone,

not involving the time explicitly.

On the essential distinction between the Systems of Varying Elements considered in this

Essay and those hitherto employed by mathematicians.

37. When we shall have integrated the differential equations of varying elements

(S^.), we can then calculate the varying relative coordinates Int,, for any binary sy-

stem (m, M), by the rules of undisturbed motion, as expressed by the equations (P.),

(Q2.), or by the following connected formulse :

I := r ( cos ^4- — sin (6 — v) sin v \
,

/i
= r Um ^ — — sin (^ — v) cos I'V

^ = -^ ^2-kK — y? sin {6 - »)

:

(V2.)
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in which the distance r is determined as a function of the time t and of the elements

7, X, jjb, by the 5th equation (Q^.), and in which

/M + m dr ^

^|2 ^ + 2 M/(r) - -3j- .^1

5^ being still the minimum of r, when the orbit is treated as constant, and being still

connected with the elements z, {i^, by the first equation of condition (186.). In astro-

nomical language, M is the sun, m a planet, l^Z, are the heliocentric rectangular co-

ordinates, r is the radius vector, 6 the longitude in the orbit, co the longitude of the

perihelion, v of the node, 6 — u\s> the true anomaly, 6 — v the argument of latitude,

f/j
the constant part of the half square of undisturbed heliocentric velocity, diminished

in the ratio of the sun's mass (M) to the sum (M + m) of masses of sun and planet,

X is the double of the areal velocity diminished in the same ratio, — is the versed sine

of the inclination of the orbit, q the perihelion distance, and r the time of perihelion

passage. The law of attraction or repulsion is here left undetermined ; for Newton's

law, (M/ is the sun's mass divided by the axis major of the orbit taken negatively, and

X, is the square root of the semiparameter, multiplied by the sun's mass, and divided

by the square root of the sum of the masses of sun and planet. But the varying

ellipse or other orbit, which the foregoing formulae require, differs essentially (though

little) from that hitherto employed by astronomers : because it gives correctly the

heliocentric coordinates, but not the heliocentric components of velocity, without dif-

ferentiating the elements in the calculation ; and therefore does not touch, but cuts,

(though under a very small angle,) the actual heliocentric orbit, described under the

influence of all the disturbing forces.

38. For it results from the foregoing theory, that if we differentiate the expressions

(V^.) for the heliocentric coordinates, without differentiating the elements, and then

assign to those new varying elements their values as functions of the time, obtained

from the equations (S^.), and deduce the centrobaric components of velocity by the

formulae (P.), or by the following:

Mr , MV , M?'
^ = 5IT^' 3/ = MT^' ^=MT^.5 (214.)

then these centrobaric components will be the same functions of the time and of the

new varying elements which might be otherwise deduced by elimination from the in-

tegrals (Q2.), and will represent rigorously (by the extension given in the theory to

those last-mentioned integrals) the components of velocity of the disturbed planet 7n,

relatively to the centre of gravity of the whole solar system. We chose, as more
suitable to the general course of our method, that these centrobaric components of

velocity should be the auxiliary variables to be combined with the heliocentric co-

ordinates, and to have their disturbed values rigorously expressed by the formulee
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of undisturbed motion ; but in making this choice it became necessary to modify

these latter formulse, and to determine a varying orbit essentially distinct in theory

(though little differing in practice) from that conceived so beautifully by Lagrange.

The orbit which he imagined was more simply connected with the heliocentric mo-

tion of a single planet, since it gave, for such heliocentric motion, the velocity as well

as the position ; the orbit which we have chosen is perhaps more closely combined

with the conception of a multiple system, jnoving about its common centre of gravity,

and influenced in every part by the actions of all the rest. Whichever orbit shall be

hereafter adopted by astronomers, they will remember that both are equally fit to

represent the celestial appearances, if the numeric elements of either set be suitably

determined by observation, and the elements of the other set of orbits be deduced

from these by calculation. Meantime mathematicians will judge, whether in sacri-

ficing a part of the simplicity of that geometrical conception on which the theories of

Lagrange and Poisson are founded, a simplicity of another kind has not been intro-

duced, which was wanting in those admirable theories ; by our having succeeded in

expressing rigorously the differentials of all our own new varying elements through

the coefficients of a single function : whereas it has seemed necessary hitherto to em-

ploy one function for the Earth disturbed by Venus, and another function for Venus

disturbed by the Earth.

Integration of the Simplijied Equations, which determine the new varying Elements.

39. The simplified differential equations of varying elements, (S^.), are of the same

form as the equations (A.), and may be integrated in a similar manner. If we put;

for abridgement,

^.,.,.)^J:[^(,^^ +J^ + .l^)-n,},., . . (X.)

and interpret similarly the symbols {^h, u, X), &c., we can easily assign the variations

of the following 8 combinations, (r, z, v) (/a, a>, X) (jO-, x, v) (r, co, X) (r, u, v) (p., z, X)

(r, z, X) (ft, M, d) ; namely,

^ (t, z, I/) = 1 . m {r^ [Jt.
— TqI

iji^o + zh a — z^h &>Q + V IX - Vf^lXo) — H.^^ t,'

h {[jj,M,X) = "2
. m {ij(jqI Tq — [Jtjh r -\- Ua^ Zq — uh z -\- XqI V(^ — Xh I/) — ll2^ t,

l([jt,,z,v) = 2 . rnQju^'brQ — [J!,hT -{ z'bu — ZqI&)q -{ i/lX— fo S X,,)
— Hg

S

t,

i {r,w,X) = 2 . m {rl^jij — r^l ^^^ -\- u^l
Zf^
— ul z -\- X^^l Vq — 7^1 v) — Ha^^, {(Yi)

S (t, », v) =: 2 . m {rlfji, — 7(,l [jt,Q -{ mq^ Zq — uhz -\- i/hx — I'o ^ ^o) — -^2 o t,

h ilJ^,z,X) = 2 . m (fig ^0 — jM, $ T -1- « S » — ;£„ B »o -|- Xo B fo - X S f) — H2 S ^,

S {t,z,X) = 2 . m {t^ fjb
— Tf^h fjbf)

-\- zh M — Zff'h 6)q -\- Xf^h Vq — X^ f) —Ho^t,

I {lJj,(0, c) = 2 . m {(/j^l 7q — IJIjl T -\- M^l Z(^ — 0)1 Z -\- vlX — VqIXq) — 112^^,-

Zq Xq (I/zo "0 '^0 '"0 being the initial values of the varying elements z X (m v r a. If, then,

we consider, for example, the first of these 8 combinations (t, z, v), as a function of
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all the 3 n — 3 elements
[j^i

co^ a^, and of their initial values
i^^^- Mq- Xq ., involving also

in general the time explicitly, we shall have the following forms for the 6 n — 6

rigorous integrals of the 6 « — 6 equations (S^.)

:

^i''i = ¥ir.
^'^' ''' ')

mi^i=T;-{r,'c,'')

-K (r,%,v);l

-^.^^'^'

(Z2.)

and in like manner we can deduce forms for the same rigorous integrals, from any

one of the eight combinations (Y-.). The determination of all the varying elements

would therefore be fully accomplished, if we could find the complete expression for

any one of these 8 combinations.

40. A first approximate expression for any one of them can be found from the form

under which we have supposed Hj to be put, namely, as a function of the elements

and of the time, which may be thus denoted

:

H, H2 {*> '''15 h, ^15 "i' n ,y^n-l .1) (A3.)

by changing in this function the varying elements to their initial values, and em-

ploying the following approximate integrals of the equations (S^.),

1 r'SH, ,. _ j_ rnu^

mJodL

di.

dt. (B3.)
,

1 /•' S H.,

^ = ^0 + -^J, -J^

,
1 /»« S Ho , ,

1 />« S H, ,

For if we denote, for example, the first of the 8 combinations (Y^.) by G, so that

G = {r, ;., .}, (C3.)

we shall have, as a first approximate value,

and after thus expressing Gj as a function of the time, and of the initial elements, we

can eliminate the initial quantities of the forms r^ Kq q, and introduce in their stead

the final quantities [^ u X, so as to obtain an express! ri for G^ of the kind supposed

in (Z^.), namely, a function of the time t, the varying elements (ji, mK, and their initial

values [jt^o ^0 \- An approximate expression thus found may be corrected by a pro-

cess of that kind, which has often been employed in this Essay for other similar pur-

poses. For the function G, or the combination (r, x, v), must satisfy rigorously, by

(Y2.) (A3.), the following partial differential equation :
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^ 8 G , ,, / 1 8 G ,
1 8 G 1 S G 1 8 G \ .„„

,

and each of the other analogous functions or combinations (Y^.) must satisfy an

analogous equation : if then we change G to Gi + Gg, and neglect the squares and

products of the coefficients of the small correction Gg, G^ being a first approximation

such as that already found, we are conducted, as a second approximation, on prin-

ciples already explained, to the following expression for this correction G^ :

which may be continually and indefinitely improved by a repetition of the same pro-

cess of correction. We may therefore, theoretically, consider the problem as solved ;

but it must remain for future consideration, and perhaps for actual trial, to determine

which of all these various processes of successive and indefinite approximation, de-

duced in the present Essay and in the former, as corollaries of one general Method,

and as consequences of one central Idea, is best adapted for numeric application, and

for the mathematical study of phenomena.
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